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Statement of Purpose (SOP)

It is my pleasure to provide my overall information including academic background, 
academic interests, career, vision, future, plans and means to accomplish such plans in form 
of this statement of purpose. Here, I have applied my best effort to clarify you the reasons of 
right co-relation of my past, present, and projected future.

Introduction and Academic Qualifications 
I delight to present Myself, ………….….son of Mr………….. and Mrs. ……………with permanent resident of 
……………………………… Nepal. I am applying diploma in dental technology at TAFE college of 
Queensland in Brisbane, Australia.
According to my qualification, I have passed my school leaving certificate from Himal 
Academy, Dang with grade point 3.40 in the year 2016 A.D. From my school days, I was very 
much interested in biology and its fields. Therefore, in my higher secondary level, I choose 
science faculty (biology as a major) and passed my higher secondary level from Golden Gate 
International Secondary School Kathmandu securing CGPA 3.03 in the year 2018.
After completion of my + 2 exam, I decided to choose dental as my career and I searched 
some colleges in Nepal but except 1-2 colleges, I didn't find any colleges which have better 
practical learning with theoretical knowledge. Without wasting time, I met with one of my elder 
brother who also applied for the foreign country for his further study and he advised me the 
same. Then I did search about the countries, universities, courses fees and living expenses and 
got to know about the English requirement and then I started the preparation for IELTS and 
gave IELTS Exam in 02/08/2018 and scored 6.0 in overall which opened the door for my 
international education abroad.

Reason for choosing Australia over other countries:

Australia is a safe, multicultural, friendly and harmonious society. Despites many other 
countries, I choose Australia because Australian education system is highly recognized 

around the world and most importantly much valued in Nepal. Moreover, the multicultural 
nature of Australian society means international students are readily accepted by other 
students, and teachers are experienced in teaching students from many countries. Australian 
government evaluates all universities in the country yearly to make sure they are maintaining 
their high standards. And the presence of many universities in Australia in the top 100 of the 
world rankings speaks highly of the government’s efforts to get students to study in Australia. 
That is more than enough for me to select Australia as a destination for study because even if 
a particular university is not ranked among the world’s best, there is a guarantee that it would 
strive to do and never compromise on the quality of education.
 
The rules, regulations and policies of the Australian government are very much supportive to 
the international student like ESOS (Education Services for Overseas Student) act, TPS (Tuition 
Protection Service) etc. After completing the course of study the student can work as much as 
he/she could to implement the acquired knowledge in the practical life and while studying 
students are allowed to work up to 20 hours per week while none of the other countries 
provide such opportunities and facilities for the students.

Furthermore, Australia has a reputation for adopting new technologies at a faster rate than in 
most of other countries and enters new millennium with one of highest rates of internet 
access in the world. Australia is a safe country and very welcoming. Australian education is 
globally accepted and adds value to students’ career life. Hence, I choose Australia as my 
study destination.
 
My research on other destinations and not selecting them:
USA (https://www.usa.gov/study-in-us): USA is well known for its education system but due to 
entry requirement of the tests such as ACT, SAT I, SAT II in most of the universities like Stanford 
University, University of Michigan, Yale University and so on, it makes it more time consuming 
just to get the admissions. Also the living cost is higher compared to Australia which makes it 
harder for international students to study and sustain their lifestyle while staying in the US.

UK (https://www.britishcouncil.in/study-uk): UK has best universities and we can take example 
of some of the finest universities such as University of oxford, Cambridge University, University 
of Manchester etc. But the unbound policies of government led to the loss of student’s tuition 
fee due to sudden shutdown of colleges. Australia compensates this issue by implementing 
TPS Act. This insures student’s security. Moreover, UK is facing some serious attacks that raise 
security concerns for the international students.

Canada (http://www.studying-in-canada.org/): In Canada, the weather is very freezing all year 
round and it will be very difficult to survive in such harsh weather conditions at least for me. 
Though the education in Canada is highly graded, studying at the university like University of 
Toronto, University of Waterloo etc in the cold climates would be difficult for me. Severe 
climatic condition of Canada is thus the major reason for not opting to study in Canada.

Why Not Home Country ?
Nepal is developing nation which is effected in the field of education from various aspects 
mainly politics and economics state. Currently there are few colleges providing courses of 
dental to the students all over the country. Some of the renowned colleges like Kantipur Dental 
college, people's Dental college and Hospital, colleges of Dental surgery, M.B. Kedia Dental 
College and so on for Dental. But I do not want to continue my studies in my own country due 
to limited opportunities to pursue higher degree courses in dental sectors. Widespread 
corruption and nepotism also compelled me to study abroad. The education system of Nepal 
is based more on theoretical education rather than practical one. Lack of technical 
equipments for teaching purpose also compelled me to study in abroad especially in 
Australia.
I have also chosen US, UK, Canada and others many European nations as my dream country 
for further education. But expensive living study cost and the immigration didn’t drag me to 
apply in such nations. The harsh climate of Canada discouraged me to apply for Canada. 
Although European nations like Germany and France has reputed study programmes but 
language barrier stopped me from choosing because students have to spend time to study 

language first than starting their courses straight. Australia climate, weather and cost of living 
and fee courses are much more attractive as those of their nations. Due to these factors I 
have chosen Australia for my further education. 
Reason on choosing Brisbane for study:

1. AFFORDABLE INVESTMENT
Brisbane is one of Australia’s most affordable places to study. The reasonable tuition fees 
provide students with value for money. Cost of living expenses are more affordable compared 
to other developed countries.

2. PERFECT WEATHER ALL YEAR ROUND
Brisbane has sunnier days per year than any other Australian capital city. Brisbane offers a 
comfortable sub-tropical climate with humid heat cooled by beautiful afternoon 
thunderstorms during summers, while winters rarely dip below 20°C. Spring and autumn are 
favourite seasons for residents, as it’s easy to enjoy the outdoors with temperatures hovering 
in the mid-to-late 20s.

3. EXCELLENT PUBLIC TRANSPORTATIONS
Brisbane has an integrated public transport system in which you’ll be able to get anywhere 
easily. It includes busses, trains and CityCat ferries and are different forms of efficient public 
transportation in Brisbane. Full-time tertiary students in Brisbane receive a 50% concession 
fare when they use any public transportation, which makes any trip more affordable.

4. CLOSE TO SOME OF THE BEST TRAVEL DESTINATIONS
Living in Brisbane puts you in prime position to explore some of Australia’s best destinations, 
both within the state of Queensland and beyond. Queensland has 5 of Australia’s 11 World 
Heritage sites and is home to many famous landmarks including the world famous Great 
Barrier Reef, Daintree Rainforest, countless islands from the Whitsunday’s to Fraser Island and 
more than 200 national parks. Gold Coast and Sunshine Coast are well known holiday 

destinations and they are just a drive away from Brisbane.
5. FEEL AT HOME
Brisbane is Australia’s most inclusive study destination, where there are many events and 
programs conducted exclusively for international students to escape the home sickness, such 
as the Australia’s largest city Orientation Day – the City Welcome Festival.

REASONS FOR CHOOSING TAFE (Technical and Further education) QUEENSLAND COLLEGE OF 
BRISBANE
With every inquiry from seminars to university agents, I concluded to go overseas for my 
further study. Though my deep research and counseling, the consular helped me to get 
information about different institutes focusing in dental and other health science courses. I 
compared the cost of the courses, city of living course content and reputation of the 
university; I came to make a decision on TAFE College Queensland of Brisbane. I have gone 
through different websites researched about the colleges having dental courses and with 
courses fees. After a thorough research I finally came to know about TAPE college of 
Queensland which is affordable and located in the Brisbane city with courses fees AUD 32000 
of 96 weeks which for me is relatively cheaper than other colleges. TAFE also provides a range 
of support services and facilities for all students. TAFE Queensland aim at all time to a positive 
and rewarding learning experience for all students. Besides all this facility offer by this college 
is more affordable for me. So I choose TAFE college of Queensland as my education provider.

WHY DIPLOMA IN DENTAL TECHNOLOGY?
Now talking about my program, Diploma Dental Technology is not an easy task. It requires a 
precise and very specific type of personality that is both strong in character and has 
considerable person.  As I am a dedicated, considerable person who always think about his 
future career and plans. So before starting Bachelor I want to study Diploma of Technology 
because Diploma is path to lead my destination.

I think studying through Diploma will help me to go with Australian Education with no trouble 

as it would be very difficult to cover up with new education system. If we compare the 
education system of Nepal and Australia they are far different from each other. In case of 
Australia the mode of education is technical and practical while in Nepal the mode of 
teaching is only vocational.

Diploma prepares students for industry, enterprise and para professional careers and teaches 
students tasks. It also teaches students about constructing and repairing dentures to design, 
manufacture, modify and repair dental appliances and prosthetics. Through the huge 
research of pages of colleges, this course content 21 core units and 4 elective units in some 
colleges while in some colleges. There are 20 core units and 5 elective units. That’s why all the 
core units and elective units are commonly mentioned below: 
Core units:
CHCCOM005 Communicate and work in health or community services
CHCDIV001 Work with diverse people
HLTAID003 Provide first aid
HLTDET001 Constructs models 
HLTDET002 Construct custom impression trays.
HLTDET003 Construct registration rings
HLTDET004 Articulate models and transfer records.
HLTDET005 Construct thermoformed bases and appliances.
HLTDET006 Construct immediate dentures.
HLTDET007 Construct removable acrylic partial dentures.
HLTDET008 Construct cast alloy removable partial denture framework.
HLTDET009 Construct crown and bridge structures.
HLTDET010 Join alloy structures
HLTDET011 Construct creamic and fixed restorations.
HLTDET012 Construct orthodontic appliances
HLTDET013 Construct oral splints
HLTDET014 Repair and modify dentures and appliances.

HLTDET015 Construct complete removable acrylic dentures and appliances
HLTDET016 Design digital dental restorations and appliances using computer-aided design 
(CAD).
HLTINF001  Comply with infection prevention and control policies and procedures.
HLTWHS003 Maintain work health and safety.
Elective units;
BSBADM311 Maintain business resources .
CHCDIV003 Manage and promote diversity.
BSBCU5031 Deliver and monitor a service to customers.
BSBLDR403 Lead team effectiveness.
BSBNGT402 Implement operational plan.
http://acte.edu.au/htt55115-diploma-of-dental-technology-crico-course-code-0917784/.
http://tafeq.eduau/hlt55115-diploma-dental-of-dental-technology-crico-course-code-091778
g/.
http://ransford.edu.eu.au/our-course/hlt5511s-diploma-of-dental-crico-course-code-096541kl.
Diploma of Dental Technology is also designed to build the skills needed for our further course 
that is Bachelor of Dental technology is that I need before joining bachelor of dental 
technology. I want myself to be powered up with exercise on my academics and English 
proficiency. I want my vision of knowledge to be broadened that would make me easy to start 
my bachelor of dental technology. Not only that I always look for best education. Now, I don’t 
want to compromise with my education. So , I am going to study diploma of dental technology 
at TAFE Queensland in Brisbane , Australia with I think will lead me effecifively to my bachelor 
course.

FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENT:
Regarding my finance all my expenses will be sponsored by my parents. My father has his own 
business with an annual earning of NRS ………………by 2017-2018 (17 sep). One of  the land( plot.no……) 
is given to the person named as Mr. ……………a permanent resident of same place as lease for the 
purposes of cottage industry from where my father get rents of NRS……….. annually. As well as 

my father have a tractor which earns NRS……….per.annum from its rents. Altogether with the 
annual income of NRS. ……………equivalents toAud ……………(1 AUD = Nrs. 82.03 as per current 
exchange rate of Nepal Rastra Bank). 
My parents are well aware of my expenses for the entire course and they are financially 
secure to sponsor me. My motivation to come back to Nepal is because of parents. So, I would 
not be having any problems regarding finance to cover my education. I am sure that there will 
be nothing that come in the way of education principally my finance while I am in Australia.
Through a far research I have tried my best to breakdown financial arrangement for my 
further studies in Australia. AUD 2000 ( as per DoHA)
Annual Tuition fee                 AUD 16400 ( as per offer letters)
Annual living cost                  AUD 20,290 ( as per DOHA)                                                                                     
Travelling cost (return airfare) AUD 1400 (as per  of DHOA)                           
Overseas students health cover (OSHC) AUD 1419 (As per OSHC of SCC )
Total  Expenses :  ………

FUTURE PLANS: 
As the proverb too says, “Time and tide waits for no one”. I have chosen this program myself 
and my first priority will be my study. In addition to this, those things which we do from our 
anxiety can get large success in our life. Secondly, money plays the vital role to move forward. 
Apart from my study, I’ll make an effort to complete this program After the completion of 
Diploma In Dental Technology from TAFE, I have further plan to join higher education to get my 
Bachelor of Dental Technology from Griffith University, Gold Coast, Australia where TAFE and 
Griffith University have credit precedents facility as a Credit for Prior Learning and Articulation 
system in Australia. So, I can get both Diploma to Degree qualifications in Australia to enhance 
my practical to research opportunities. I will return my home country with quality academic 
and work experiences and being real assets in the field of dental technology which helps me 
to start my professional career in dental sector. A degree from the reputed college and 
relevant experiences in Australia will help me to get good job in Nepal. I will be having 
immense career options in the field of dental. The advantage of this international degree will 

give me proficiency and the edge to seek further the employment cross border too and I am 
aware of the scenario that Gulf Countries and USA are the top destinations for sighting this 
professional occupation which benefits in the terms of monetary terms too but before this 
longer-term goal I wish to come to Nepal, and with the latest skills and enhanced 
professionalism, I will have the opportunity to work in both public and private sectors and with 
some years of experiences I will be able to open my own private Dentist Clinic. As Nepal is a 
developing country, there are wide ranges of employment opportunities available for dentists 
are Dental Departments of Government/ Army departments or private hospitals, health 
promotion departments, Medical Insurance firms and Researcher or advisor in 
Pharmaceuticals or dental care company which are involved in the back end policy making 
chore. If I acquire international certificate and degree with good performance, I will be 
provided with fine salary scale range from NRs. 70, 000 to 80,000 in any of the leading Dental 
Hospitals depending upon its nature and size whereas the local graduate has normal salary 
from NRs, 20,000.00 to 35,000 only. After good research of course, provider and destination, I 
am investing my time, effort and money for the intended course and I am confident enough 
that this investment will bring me back a better and happy life for long-term professional 
career. Having an international degree and working in my own motherland gives me more 
benefit like personality development, reputation and fame, wider popularity and easy 
adjustment in my own hometown.
My motivation to come back to Nepal is my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for 
me now it is my responsibility to look after them as I come back. I am greatly motivated and 
ambitious in pursuing my degree in Australia to improve my efficiency. My stay in Australia is 
temporary. I have planned to study in Australia only to develop my career through better 
educational matters along with gaining international experience.
 
My family members have always played a bridge between me and my study as I have always 
been supported, encouraged and motivated by my family members financially as well as 
emotionally. I hereby, declare that I am very much enthusiastic and motivated to learn in the 
diverse study area of Australia. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long 

period. Additionally, with my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is 
very important, as they had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have 
always supported and encouraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned 
for my career. This is an unremarkable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and 
love in their old ages being on their side. Today, where I am is due to my parents. After all, with 
this motto on me, with completion of my degree and some experience, I will return back to my 
country.

CONCLUSION:
Talking about the obligations for students under higher education visa subclass 500, I am well 
known and aware about it. Also I am well aware of the visa condition that I have to follow 
during my stay in Australia the conditions are mentioned below:
a. Maintaining 80% of attendance.
b. Mandatory to maintain 60% pass grade throughout their study period.
c. I have to pay their fee before due period.
d. Work permit of 40 hours per fortnight.
e. Maintaining the health insurance during my entire stay.
f. Attending the enrolled university or college for at least 6 months.

Informing the collage with in 7days if I change the address or contact details I assure the 
Australian government that will stay within the condition of via (sub class 500) during my stay 
in Australia and perform no such activity that is against the visa condition (such-clss 500).
I am also considering truthful that the combination of continuing desire for self-improvement 
increased learning combined with my insistence an approaching problem with both reason 
and practical application. I hope that will lead me in new paths with new ideas. So my dreams 
and career can only be successful if I get opportunity to study in TAFE. Queensland College 
which is the determination that I have made after a long research. I hope you would find my 
purpose for further study and I fit in your image of hardworking and discipline students 
throughout the study duration.

I also hope that that it will be great pleasure for me if I get opportunity to study diploma of 
dental technology at TAFE queens land college, Brisbane. The experience and hardworking in 
the diploma of dental technology will lead me to my further education that is Bachelor in 
Dental Technology in Australia. And also wish that the gaining of knowledge and staying in 
Australia will become the most exciting and precious part of my life. As I have a strong desire 
to study in Australia and raise up or aloft standard of Dental Technology of my own country 
Nepal.

Again and again I assure that I will follow all the Australian laws and will not break any student 
visa condition under temporary student’s visa rules. I want for your kind consideration for my 
visa application so that I will be able to move my steps towards my dreams and 
achievements. And I am sure that the standard education system of Australia will help me to 
catch up the path of progress for my best career. 

Thank you
Your sincerely,
…………………….
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Statement of Purpose (SOP)

It is my pleasure to provide my overall information including academic background, 
academic interests, career, vision, future, plans and means to accomplish such plans in form 
of this statement of purpose. Here, I have applied my best effort to clarify you the reasons of 
right co-relation of my past, present, and projected future.

Introduction and Academic Qualifications 
I delight to present Myself, ………….….son of Mr………….. and Mrs. ……………with permanent resident of 
……………………………… Nepal. I am applying diploma in dental technology at TAFE college of 
Queensland in Brisbane, Australia.
According to my qualification, I have passed my school leaving certificate from Himal 
Academy, Dang with grade point 3.40 in the year 2016 A.D. From my school days, I was very 
much interested in biology and its fields. Therefore, in my higher secondary level, I choose 
science faculty (biology as a major) and passed my higher secondary level from Golden Gate 
International Secondary School Kathmandu securing CGPA 3.03 in the year 2018.
After completion of my + 2 exam, I decided to choose dental as my career and I searched 
some colleges in Nepal but except 1-2 colleges, I didn't find any colleges which have better 
practical learning with theoretical knowledge. Without wasting time, I met with one of my elder 
brother who also applied for the foreign country for his further study and he advised me the 
same. Then I did search about the countries, universities, courses fees and living expenses and 
got to know about the English requirement and then I started the preparation for IELTS and 
gave IELTS Exam in 02/08/2018 and scored 6.0 in overall which opened the door for my 
international education abroad.

Reason for choosing Australia over other countries:

Australia is a safe, multicultural, friendly and harmonious society. Despites many other 
countries, I choose Australia because Australian education system is highly recognized 

around the world and most importantly much valued in Nepal. Moreover, the multicultural 
nature of Australian society means international students are readily accepted by other 
students, and teachers are experienced in teaching students from many countries. Australian 
government evaluates all universities in the country yearly to make sure they are maintaining 
their high standards. And the presence of many universities in Australia in the top 100 of the 
world rankings speaks highly of the government’s efforts to get students to study in Australia. 
That is more than enough for me to select Australia as a destination for study because even if 
a particular university is not ranked among the world’s best, there is a guarantee that it would 
strive to do and never compromise on the quality of education.
 
The rules, regulations and policies of the Australian government are very much supportive to 
the international student like ESOS (Education Services for Overseas Student) act, TPS (Tuition 
Protection Service) etc. After completing the course of study the student can work as much as 
he/she could to implement the acquired knowledge in the practical life and while studying 
students are allowed to work up to 20 hours per week while none of the other countries 
provide such opportunities and facilities for the students.

Furthermore, Australia has a reputation for adopting new technologies at a faster rate than in 
most of other countries and enters new millennium with one of highest rates of internet 
access in the world. Australia is a safe country and very welcoming. Australian education is 
globally accepted and adds value to students’ career life. Hence, I choose Australia as my 
study destination.
 
My research on other destinations and not selecting them:
USA (https://www.usa.gov/study-in-us): USA is well known for its education system but due to 
entry requirement of the tests such as ACT, SAT I, SAT II in most of the universities like Stanford 
University, University of Michigan, Yale University and so on, it makes it more time consuming 
just to get the admissions. Also the living cost is higher compared to Australia which makes it 
harder for international students to study and sustain their lifestyle while staying in the US.

UK (https://www.britishcouncil.in/study-uk): UK has best universities and we can take example 
of some of the finest universities such as University of oxford, Cambridge University, University 
of Manchester etc. But the unbound policies of government led to the loss of student’s tuition 
fee due to sudden shutdown of colleges. Australia compensates this issue by implementing 
TPS Act. This insures student’s security. Moreover, UK is facing some serious attacks that raise 
security concerns for the international students.

Canada (http://www.studying-in-canada.org/): In Canada, the weather is very freezing all year 
round and it will be very difficult to survive in such harsh weather conditions at least for me. 
Though the education in Canada is highly graded, studying at the university like University of 
Toronto, University of Waterloo etc in the cold climates would be difficult for me. Severe 
climatic condition of Canada is thus the major reason for not opting to study in Canada.

Why Not Home Country ?
Nepal is developing nation which is effected in the field of education from various aspects 
mainly politics and economics state. Currently there are few colleges providing courses of 
dental to the students all over the country. Some of the renowned colleges like Kantipur Dental 
college, people's Dental college and Hospital, colleges of Dental surgery, M.B. Kedia Dental 
College and so on for Dental. But I do not want to continue my studies in my own country due 
to limited opportunities to pursue higher degree courses in dental sectors. Widespread 
corruption and nepotism also compelled me to study abroad. The education system of Nepal 
is based more on theoretical education rather than practical one. Lack of technical 
equipments for teaching purpose also compelled me to study in abroad especially in 
Australia.
I have also chosen US, UK, Canada and others many European nations as my dream country 
for further education. But expensive living study cost and the immigration didn’t drag me to 
apply in such nations. The harsh climate of Canada discouraged me to apply for Canada. 
Although European nations like Germany and France has reputed study programmes but 
language barrier stopped me from choosing because students have to spend time to study 

language first than starting their courses straight. Australia climate, weather and cost of living 
and fee courses are much more attractive as those of their nations. Due to these factors I 
have chosen Australia for my further education. 
Reason on choosing Brisbane for study:

1. AFFORDABLE INVESTMENT
Brisbane is one of Australia’s most affordable places to study. The reasonable tuition fees 
provide students with value for money. Cost of living expenses are more affordable compared 
to other developed countries.

2. PERFECT WEATHER ALL YEAR ROUND
Brisbane has sunnier days per year than any other Australian capital city. Brisbane offers a 
comfortable sub-tropical climate with humid heat cooled by beautiful afternoon 
thunderstorms during summers, while winters rarely dip below 20°C. Spring and autumn are 
favourite seasons for residents, as it’s easy to enjoy the outdoors with temperatures hovering 
in the mid-to-late 20s.

3. EXCELLENT PUBLIC TRANSPORTATIONS
Brisbane has an integrated public transport system in which you’ll be able to get anywhere 
easily. It includes busses, trains and CityCat ferries and are different forms of efficient public 
transportation in Brisbane. Full-time tertiary students in Brisbane receive a 50% concession 
fare when they use any public transportation, which makes any trip more affordable.

4. CLOSE TO SOME OF THE BEST TRAVEL DESTINATIONS
Living in Brisbane puts you in prime position to explore some of Australia’s best destinations, 
both within the state of Queensland and beyond. Queensland has 5 of Australia’s 11 World 
Heritage sites and is home to many famous landmarks including the world famous Great 
Barrier Reef, Daintree Rainforest, countless islands from the Whitsunday’s to Fraser Island and 
more than 200 national parks. Gold Coast and Sunshine Coast are well known holiday 

destinations and they are just a drive away from Brisbane.
5. FEEL AT HOME
Brisbane is Australia’s most inclusive study destination, where there are many events and 
programs conducted exclusively for international students to escape the home sickness, such 
as the Australia’s largest city Orientation Day – the City Welcome Festival.

REASONS FOR CHOOSING TAFE (Technical and Further education) QUEENSLAND COLLEGE OF 
BRISBANE
With every inquiry from seminars to university agents, I concluded to go overseas for my 
further study. Though my deep research and counseling, the consular helped me to get 
information about different institutes focusing in dental and other health science courses. I 
compared the cost of the courses, city of living course content and reputation of the 
university; I came to make a decision on TAFE College Queensland of Brisbane. I have gone 
through different websites researched about the colleges having dental courses and with 
courses fees. After a thorough research I finally came to know about TAPE college of 
Queensland which is affordable and located in the Brisbane city with courses fees AUD 32000 
of 96 weeks which for me is relatively cheaper than other colleges. TAFE also provides a range 
of support services and facilities for all students. TAFE Queensland aim at all time to a positive 
and rewarding learning experience for all students. Besides all this facility offer by this college 
is more affordable for me. So I choose TAFE college of Queensland as my education provider.

WHY DIPLOMA IN DENTAL TECHNOLOGY?
Now talking about my program, Diploma Dental Technology is not an easy task. It requires a 
precise and very specific type of personality that is both strong in character and has 
considerable person.  As I am a dedicated, considerable person who always think about his 
future career and plans. So before starting Bachelor I want to study Diploma of Technology 
because Diploma is path to lead my destination.

I think studying through Diploma will help me to go with Australian Education with no trouble 

as it would be very difficult to cover up with new education system. If we compare the 
education system of Nepal and Australia they are far different from each other. In case of 
Australia the mode of education is technical and practical while in Nepal the mode of 
teaching is only vocational.

Diploma prepares students for industry, enterprise and para professional careers and teaches 
students tasks. It also teaches students about constructing and repairing dentures to design, 
manufacture, modify and repair dental appliances and prosthetics. Through the huge 
research of pages of colleges, this course content 21 core units and 4 elective units in some 
colleges while in some colleges. There are 20 core units and 5 elective units. That’s why all the 
core units and elective units are commonly mentioned below: 
Core units:
CHCCOM005 Communicate and work in health or community services
CHCDIV001 Work with diverse people
HLTAID003 Provide first aid
HLTDET001 Constructs models 
HLTDET002 Construct custom impression trays.
HLTDET003 Construct registration rings
HLTDET004 Articulate models and transfer records.
HLTDET005 Construct thermoformed bases and appliances.
HLTDET006 Construct immediate dentures.
HLTDET007 Construct removable acrylic partial dentures.
HLTDET008 Construct cast alloy removable partial denture framework.
HLTDET009 Construct crown and bridge structures.
HLTDET010 Join alloy structures
HLTDET011 Construct creamic and fixed restorations.
HLTDET012 Construct orthodontic appliances
HLTDET013 Construct oral splints
HLTDET014 Repair and modify dentures and appliances.

HLTDET015 Construct complete removable acrylic dentures and appliances
HLTDET016 Design digital dental restorations and appliances using computer-aided design 
(CAD).
HLTINF001  Comply with infection prevention and control policies and procedures.
HLTWHS003 Maintain work health and safety.
Elective units;
BSBADM311 Maintain business resources .
CHCDIV003 Manage and promote diversity.
BSBCU5031 Deliver and monitor a service to customers.
BSBLDR403 Lead team effectiveness.
BSBNGT402 Implement operational plan.
http://acte.edu.au/htt55115-diploma-of-dental-technology-crico-course-code-0917784/.
http://tafeq.eduau/hlt55115-diploma-dental-of-dental-technology-crico-course-code-091778
g/.
http://ransford.edu.eu.au/our-course/hlt5511s-diploma-of-dental-crico-course-code-096541kl.
Diploma of Dental Technology is also designed to build the skills needed for our further course 
that is Bachelor of Dental technology is that I need before joining bachelor of dental 
technology. I want myself to be powered up with exercise on my academics and English 
proficiency. I want my vision of knowledge to be broadened that would make me easy to start 
my bachelor of dental technology. Not only that I always look for best education. Now, I don’t 
want to compromise with my education. So , I am going to study diploma of dental technology 
at TAFE Queensland in Brisbane , Australia with I think will lead me effecifively to my bachelor 
course.

FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENT:
Regarding my finance all my expenses will be sponsored by my parents. My father has his own 
business with an annual earning of NRS ………………by 2017-2018 (17 sep). One of  the land( plot.no……) 
is given to the person named as Mr. ……………a permanent resident of same place as lease for the 
purposes of cottage industry from where my father get rents of NRS……….. annually. As well as 

my father have a tractor which earns NRS……….per.annum from its rents. Altogether with the 
annual income of NRS. ……………equivalents toAud ……………(1 AUD = Nrs. 82.03 as per current 
exchange rate of Nepal Rastra Bank). 
My parents are well aware of my expenses for the entire course and they are financially 
secure to sponsor me. My motivation to come back to Nepal is because of parents. So, I would 
not be having any problems regarding finance to cover my education. I am sure that there will 
be nothing that come in the way of education principally my finance while I am in Australia.
Through a far research I have tried my best to breakdown financial arrangement for my 
further studies in Australia. AUD 2000 ( as per DoHA)
Annual Tuition fee                 AUD 16400 ( as per offer letters)
Annual living cost                  AUD 20,290 ( as per DOHA)                                                                                     
Travelling cost (return airfare) AUD 1400 (as per  of DHOA)                           
Overseas students health cover (OSHC) AUD 1419 (As per OSHC of SCC )
Total  Expenses :  ………

FUTURE PLANS: 
As the proverb too says, “Time and tide waits for no one”. I have chosen this program myself 
and my first priority will be my study. In addition to this, those things which we do from our 
anxiety can get large success in our life. Secondly, money plays the vital role to move forward. 
Apart from my study, I’ll make an effort to complete this program After the completion of 
Diploma In Dental Technology from TAFE, I have further plan to join higher education to get my 
Bachelor of Dental Technology from Griffith University, Gold Coast, Australia where TAFE and 
Griffith University have credit precedents facility as a Credit for Prior Learning and Articulation 
system in Australia. So, I can get both Diploma to Degree qualifications in Australia to enhance 
my practical to research opportunities. I will return my home country with quality academic 
and work experiences and being real assets in the field of dental technology which helps me 
to start my professional career in dental sector. A degree from the reputed college and 
relevant experiences in Australia will help me to get good job in Nepal. I will be having 
immense career options in the field of dental. The advantage of this international degree will 

give me proficiency and the edge to seek further the employment cross border too and I am 
aware of the scenario that Gulf Countries and USA are the top destinations for sighting this 
professional occupation which benefits in the terms of monetary terms too but before this 
longer-term goal I wish to come to Nepal, and with the latest skills and enhanced 
professionalism, I will have the opportunity to work in both public and private sectors and with 
some years of experiences I will be able to open my own private Dentist Clinic. As Nepal is a 
developing country, there are wide ranges of employment opportunities available for dentists 
are Dental Departments of Government/ Army departments or private hospitals, health 
promotion departments, Medical Insurance firms and Researcher or advisor in 
Pharmaceuticals or dental care company which are involved in the back end policy making 
chore. If I acquire international certificate and degree with good performance, I will be 
provided with fine salary scale range from NRs. 70, 000 to 80,000 in any of the leading Dental 
Hospitals depending upon its nature and size whereas the local graduate has normal salary 
from NRs, 20,000.00 to 35,000 only. After good research of course, provider and destination, I 
am investing my time, effort and money for the intended course and I am confident enough 
that this investment will bring me back a better and happy life for long-term professional 
career. Having an international degree and working in my own motherland gives me more 
benefit like personality development, reputation and fame, wider popularity and easy 
adjustment in my own hometown.
My motivation to come back to Nepal is my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for 
me now it is my responsibility to look after them as I come back. I am greatly motivated and 
ambitious in pursuing my degree in Australia to improve my efficiency. My stay in Australia is 
temporary. I have planned to study in Australia only to develop my career through better 
educational matters along with gaining international experience.
 
My family members have always played a bridge between me and my study as I have always 
been supported, encouraged and motivated by my family members financially as well as 
emotionally. I hereby, declare that I am very much enthusiastic and motivated to learn in the 
diverse study area of Australia. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long 

period. Additionally, with my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is 
very important, as they had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have 
always supported and encouraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned 
for my career. This is an unremarkable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and 
love in their old ages being on their side. Today, where I am is due to my parents. After all, with 
this motto on me, with completion of my degree and some experience, I will return back to my 
country.

CONCLUSION:
Talking about the obligations for students under higher education visa subclass 500, I am well 
known and aware about it. Also I am well aware of the visa condition that I have to follow 
during my stay in Australia the conditions are mentioned below:
a. Maintaining 80% of attendance.
b. Mandatory to maintain 60% pass grade throughout their study period.
c. I have to pay their fee before due period.
d. Work permit of 40 hours per fortnight.
e. Maintaining the health insurance during my entire stay.
f. Attending the enrolled university or college for at least 6 months.

Informing the collage with in 7days if I change the address or contact details I assure the 
Australian government that will stay within the condition of via (sub class 500) during my stay 
in Australia and perform no such activity that is against the visa condition (such-clss 500).
I am also considering truthful that the combination of continuing desire for self-improvement 
increased learning combined with my insistence an approaching problem with both reason 
and practical application. I hope that will lead me in new paths with new ideas. So my dreams 
and career can only be successful if I get opportunity to study in TAFE. Queensland College 
which is the determination that I have made after a long research. I hope you would find my 
purpose for further study and I fit in your image of hardworking and discipline students 
throughout the study duration.

I also hope that that it will be great pleasure for me if I get opportunity to study diploma of 
dental technology at TAFE queens land college, Brisbane. The experience and hardworking in 
the diploma of dental technology will lead me to my further education that is Bachelor in 
Dental Technology in Australia. And also wish that the gaining of knowledge and staying in 
Australia will become the most exciting and precious part of my life. As I have a strong desire 
to study in Australia and raise up or aloft standard of Dental Technology of my own country 
Nepal.

Again and again I assure that I will follow all the Australian laws and will not break any student 
visa condition under temporary student’s visa rules. I want for your kind consideration for my 
visa application so that I will be able to move my steps towards my dreams and 
achievements. And I am sure that the standard education system of Australia will help me to 
catch up the path of progress for my best career. 

Thank you
Your sincerely,
…………………….
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Statement of Purpose (SOP)

It is my pleasure to provide my overall information including academic background, 
academic interests, career, vision, future, plans and means to accomplish such plans in form 
of this statement of purpose. Here, I have applied my best effort to clarify you the reasons of 
right co-relation of my past, present, and projected future.

Introduction and Academic Qualifications 
I delight to present Myself, ………….….son of Mr………….. and Mrs. ……………with permanent resident of 
……………………………… Nepal. I am applying diploma in dental technology at TAFE college of 
Queensland in Brisbane, Australia.
According to my qualification, I have passed my school leaving certificate from Himal 
Academy, Dang with grade point 3.40 in the year 2016 A.D. From my school days, I was very 
much interested in biology and its fields. Therefore, in my higher secondary level, I choose 
science faculty (biology as a major) and passed my higher secondary level from Golden Gate 
International Secondary School Kathmandu securing CGPA 3.03 in the year 2018.
After completion of my + 2 exam, I decided to choose dental as my career and I searched 
some colleges in Nepal but except 1-2 colleges, I didn't find any colleges which have better 
practical learning with theoretical knowledge. Without wasting time, I met with one of my elder 
brother who also applied for the foreign country for his further study and he advised me the 
same. Then I did search about the countries, universities, courses fees and living expenses and 
got to know about the English requirement and then I started the preparation for IELTS and 
gave IELTS Exam in 02/08/2018 and scored 6.0 in overall which opened the door for my 
international education abroad.

Reason for choosing Australia over other countries:

Australia is a safe, multicultural, friendly and harmonious society. Despites many other 
countries, I choose Australia because Australian education system is highly recognized 

around the world and most importantly much valued in Nepal. Moreover, the multicultural 
nature of Australian society means international students are readily accepted by other 
students, and teachers are experienced in teaching students from many countries. Australian 
government evaluates all universities in the country yearly to make sure they are maintaining 
their high standards. And the presence of many universities in Australia in the top 100 of the 
world rankings speaks highly of the government’s efforts to get students to study in Australia. 
That is more than enough for me to select Australia as a destination for study because even if 
a particular university is not ranked among the world’s best, there is a guarantee that it would 
strive to do and never compromise on the quality of education.
 
The rules, regulations and policies of the Australian government are very much supportive to 
the international student like ESOS (Education Services for Overseas Student) act, TPS (Tuition 
Protection Service) etc. After completing the course of study the student can work as much as 
he/she could to implement the acquired knowledge in the practical life and while studying 
students are allowed to work up to 20 hours per week while none of the other countries 
provide such opportunities and facilities for the students.

Furthermore, Australia has a reputation for adopting new technologies at a faster rate than in 
most of other countries and enters new millennium with one of highest rates of internet 
access in the world. Australia is a safe country and very welcoming. Australian education is 
globally accepted and adds value to students’ career life. Hence, I choose Australia as my 
study destination.
 
My research on other destinations and not selecting them:
USA (https://www.usa.gov/study-in-us): USA is well known for its education system but due to 
entry requirement of the tests such as ACT, SAT I, SAT II in most of the universities like Stanford 
University, University of Michigan, Yale University and so on, it makes it more time consuming 
just to get the admissions. Also the living cost is higher compared to Australia which makes it 
harder for international students to study and sustain their lifestyle while staying in the US.

UK (https://www.britishcouncil.in/study-uk): UK has best universities and we can take example 
of some of the finest universities such as University of oxford, Cambridge University, University 
of Manchester etc. But the unbound policies of government led to the loss of student’s tuition 
fee due to sudden shutdown of colleges. Australia compensates this issue by implementing 
TPS Act. This insures student’s security. Moreover, UK is facing some serious attacks that raise 
security concerns for the international students.

Canada (http://www.studying-in-canada.org/): In Canada, the weather is very freezing all year 
round and it will be very difficult to survive in such harsh weather conditions at least for me. 
Though the education in Canada is highly graded, studying at the university like University of 
Toronto, University of Waterloo etc in the cold climates would be difficult for me. Severe 
climatic condition of Canada is thus the major reason for not opting to study in Canada.

Why Not Home Country ?
Nepal is developing nation which is effected in the field of education from various aspects 
mainly politics and economics state. Currently there are few colleges providing courses of 
dental to the students all over the country. Some of the renowned colleges like Kantipur Dental 
college, people's Dental college and Hospital, colleges of Dental surgery, M.B. Kedia Dental 
College and so on for Dental. But I do not want to continue my studies in my own country due 
to limited opportunities to pursue higher degree courses in dental sectors. Widespread 
corruption and nepotism also compelled me to study abroad. The education system of Nepal 
is based more on theoretical education rather than practical one. Lack of technical 
equipments for teaching purpose also compelled me to study in abroad especially in 
Australia.
I have also chosen US, UK, Canada and others many European nations as my dream country 
for further education. But expensive living study cost and the immigration didn’t drag me to 
apply in such nations. The harsh climate of Canada discouraged me to apply for Canada. 
Although European nations like Germany and France has reputed study programmes but 
language barrier stopped me from choosing because students have to spend time to study 

language first than starting their courses straight. Australia climate, weather and cost of living 
and fee courses are much more attractive as those of their nations. Due to these factors I 
have chosen Australia for my further education. 
Reason on choosing Brisbane for study:

1. AFFORDABLE INVESTMENT
Brisbane is one of Australia’s most affordable places to study. The reasonable tuition fees 
provide students with value for money. Cost of living expenses are more affordable compared 
to other developed countries.

2. PERFECT WEATHER ALL YEAR ROUND
Brisbane has sunnier days per year than any other Australian capital city. Brisbane offers a 
comfortable sub-tropical climate with humid heat cooled by beautiful afternoon 
thunderstorms during summers, while winters rarely dip below 20°C. Spring and autumn are 
favourite seasons for residents, as it’s easy to enjoy the outdoors with temperatures hovering 
in the mid-to-late 20s.

3. EXCELLENT PUBLIC TRANSPORTATIONS
Brisbane has an integrated public transport system in which you’ll be able to get anywhere 
easily. It includes busses, trains and CityCat ferries and are different forms of efficient public 
transportation in Brisbane. Full-time tertiary students in Brisbane receive a 50% concession 
fare when they use any public transportation, which makes any trip more affordable.

4. CLOSE TO SOME OF THE BEST TRAVEL DESTINATIONS
Living in Brisbane puts you in prime position to explore some of Australia’s best destinations, 
both within the state of Queensland and beyond. Queensland has 5 of Australia’s 11 World 
Heritage sites and is home to many famous landmarks including the world famous Great 
Barrier Reef, Daintree Rainforest, countless islands from the Whitsunday’s to Fraser Island and 
more than 200 national parks. Gold Coast and Sunshine Coast are well known holiday 

destinations and they are just a drive away from Brisbane.
5. FEEL AT HOME
Brisbane is Australia’s most inclusive study destination, where there are many events and 
programs conducted exclusively for international students to escape the home sickness, such 
as the Australia’s largest city Orientation Day – the City Welcome Festival.

REASONS FOR CHOOSING TAFE (Technical and Further education) QUEENSLAND COLLEGE OF 
BRISBANE
With every inquiry from seminars to university agents, I concluded to go overseas for my 
further study. Though my deep research and counseling, the consular helped me to get 
information about different institutes focusing in dental and other health science courses. I 
compared the cost of the courses, city of living course content and reputation of the 
university; I came to make a decision on TAFE College Queensland of Brisbane. I have gone 
through different websites researched about the colleges having dental courses and with 
courses fees. After a thorough research I finally came to know about TAPE college of 
Queensland which is affordable and located in the Brisbane city with courses fees AUD 32000 
of 96 weeks which for me is relatively cheaper than other colleges. TAFE also provides a range 
of support services and facilities for all students. TAFE Queensland aim at all time to a positive 
and rewarding learning experience for all students. Besides all this facility offer by this college 
is more affordable for me. So I choose TAFE college of Queensland as my education provider.

WHY DIPLOMA IN DENTAL TECHNOLOGY?
Now talking about my program, Diploma Dental Technology is not an easy task. It requires a 
precise and very specific type of personality that is both strong in character and has 
considerable person.  As I am a dedicated, considerable person who always think about his 
future career and plans. So before starting Bachelor I want to study Diploma of Technology 
because Diploma is path to lead my destination.

I think studying through Diploma will help me to go with Australian Education with no trouble 

as it would be very difficult to cover up with new education system. If we compare the 
education system of Nepal and Australia they are far different from each other. In case of 
Australia the mode of education is technical and practical while in Nepal the mode of 
teaching is only vocational.

Diploma prepares students for industry, enterprise and para professional careers and teaches 
students tasks. It also teaches students about constructing and repairing dentures to design, 
manufacture, modify and repair dental appliances and prosthetics. Through the huge 
research of pages of colleges, this course content 21 core units and 4 elective units in some 
colleges while in some colleges. There are 20 core units and 5 elective units. That’s why all the 
core units and elective units are commonly mentioned below: 
Core units:
CHCCOM005 Communicate and work in health or community services
CHCDIV001 Work with diverse people
HLTAID003 Provide first aid
HLTDET001 Constructs models 
HLTDET002 Construct custom impression trays.
HLTDET003 Construct registration rings
HLTDET004 Articulate models and transfer records.
HLTDET005 Construct thermoformed bases and appliances.
HLTDET006 Construct immediate dentures.
HLTDET007 Construct removable acrylic partial dentures.
HLTDET008 Construct cast alloy removable partial denture framework.
HLTDET009 Construct crown and bridge structures.
HLTDET010 Join alloy structures
HLTDET011 Construct creamic and fixed restorations.
HLTDET012 Construct orthodontic appliances
HLTDET013 Construct oral splints
HLTDET014 Repair and modify dentures and appliances.

HLTDET015 Construct complete removable acrylic dentures and appliances
HLTDET016 Design digital dental restorations and appliances using computer-aided design 
(CAD).
HLTINF001  Comply with infection prevention and control policies and procedures.
HLTWHS003 Maintain work health and safety.
Elective units;
BSBADM311 Maintain business resources .
CHCDIV003 Manage and promote diversity.
BSBCU5031 Deliver and monitor a service to customers.
BSBLDR403 Lead team effectiveness.
BSBNGT402 Implement operational plan.
http://acte.edu.au/htt55115-diploma-of-dental-technology-crico-course-code-0917784/.
http://tafeq.eduau/hlt55115-diploma-dental-of-dental-technology-crico-course-code-091778
g/.
http://ransford.edu.eu.au/our-course/hlt5511s-diploma-of-dental-crico-course-code-096541kl.
Diploma of Dental Technology is also designed to build the skills needed for our further course 
that is Bachelor of Dental technology is that I need before joining bachelor of dental 
technology. I want myself to be powered up with exercise on my academics and English 
proficiency. I want my vision of knowledge to be broadened that would make me easy to start 
my bachelor of dental technology. Not only that I always look for best education. Now, I don’t 
want to compromise with my education. So , I am going to study diploma of dental technology 
at TAFE Queensland in Brisbane , Australia with I think will lead me effecifively to my bachelor 
course.

FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENT:
Regarding my finance all my expenses will be sponsored by my parents. My father has his own 
business with an annual earning of NRS ………………by 2017-2018 (17 sep). One of  the land( plot.no……) 
is given to the person named as Mr. ……………a permanent resident of same place as lease for the 
purposes of cottage industry from where my father get rents of NRS……….. annually. As well as 

my father have a tractor which earns NRS……….per.annum from its rents. Altogether with the 
annual income of NRS. ……………equivalents toAud ……………(1 AUD = Nrs. 82.03 as per current 
exchange rate of Nepal Rastra Bank). 
My parents are well aware of my expenses for the entire course and they are financially 
secure to sponsor me. My motivation to come back to Nepal is because of parents. So, I would 
not be having any problems regarding finance to cover my education. I am sure that there will 
be nothing that come in the way of education principally my finance while I am in Australia.
Through a far research I have tried my best to breakdown financial arrangement for my 
further studies in Australia. AUD 2000 ( as per DoHA)
Annual Tuition fee                 AUD 16400 ( as per offer letters)
Annual living cost                  AUD 20,290 ( as per DOHA)                                                                                     
Travelling cost (return airfare) AUD 1400 (as per  of DHOA)                           
Overseas students health cover (OSHC) AUD 1419 (As per OSHC of SCC )
Total  Expenses :  ………

FUTURE PLANS: 
As the proverb too says, “Time and tide waits for no one”. I have chosen this program myself 
and my first priority will be my study. In addition to this, those things which we do from our 
anxiety can get large success in our life. Secondly, money plays the vital role to move forward. 
Apart from my study, I’ll make an effort to complete this program After the completion of 
Diploma In Dental Technology from TAFE, I have further plan to join higher education to get my 
Bachelor of Dental Technology from Griffith University, Gold Coast, Australia where TAFE and 
Griffith University have credit precedents facility as a Credit for Prior Learning and Articulation 
system in Australia. So, I can get both Diploma to Degree qualifications in Australia to enhance 
my practical to research opportunities. I will return my home country with quality academic 
and work experiences and being real assets in the field of dental technology which helps me 
to start my professional career in dental sector. A degree from the reputed college and 
relevant experiences in Australia will help me to get good job in Nepal. I will be having 
immense career options in the field of dental. The advantage of this international degree will 

give me proficiency and the edge to seek further the employment cross border too and I am 
aware of the scenario that Gulf Countries and USA are the top destinations for sighting this 
professional occupation which benefits in the terms of monetary terms too but before this 
longer-term goal I wish to come to Nepal, and with the latest skills and enhanced 
professionalism, I will have the opportunity to work in both public and private sectors and with 
some years of experiences I will be able to open my own private Dentist Clinic. As Nepal is a 
developing country, there are wide ranges of employment opportunities available for dentists 
are Dental Departments of Government/ Army departments or private hospitals, health 
promotion departments, Medical Insurance firms and Researcher or advisor in 
Pharmaceuticals or dental care company which are involved in the back end policy making 
chore. If I acquire international certificate and degree with good performance, I will be 
provided with fine salary scale range from NRs. 70, 000 to 80,000 in any of the leading Dental 
Hospitals depending upon its nature and size whereas the local graduate has normal salary 
from NRs, 20,000.00 to 35,000 only. After good research of course, provider and destination, I 
am investing my time, effort and money for the intended course and I am confident enough 
that this investment will bring me back a better and happy life for long-term professional 
career. Having an international degree and working in my own motherland gives me more 
benefit like personality development, reputation and fame, wider popularity and easy 
adjustment in my own hometown.
My motivation to come back to Nepal is my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for 
me now it is my responsibility to look after them as I come back. I am greatly motivated and 
ambitious in pursuing my degree in Australia to improve my efficiency. My stay in Australia is 
temporary. I have planned to study in Australia only to develop my career through better 
educational matters along with gaining international experience.
 
My family members have always played a bridge between me and my study as I have always 
been supported, encouraged and motivated by my family members financially as well as 
emotionally. I hereby, declare that I am very much enthusiastic and motivated to learn in the 
diverse study area of Australia. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long 

period. Additionally, with my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is 
very important, as they had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have 
always supported and encouraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned 
for my career. This is an unremarkable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and 
love in their old ages being on their side. Today, where I am is due to my parents. After all, with 
this motto on me, with completion of my degree and some experience, I will return back to my 
country.

CONCLUSION:
Talking about the obligations for students under higher education visa subclass 500, I am well 
known and aware about it. Also I am well aware of the visa condition that I have to follow 
during my stay in Australia the conditions are mentioned below:
a. Maintaining 80% of attendance.
b. Mandatory to maintain 60% pass grade throughout their study period.
c. I have to pay their fee before due period.
d. Work permit of 40 hours per fortnight.
e. Maintaining the health insurance during my entire stay.
f. Attending the enrolled university or college for at least 6 months.

Informing the collage with in 7days if I change the address or contact details I assure the 
Australian government that will stay within the condition of via (sub class 500) during my stay 
in Australia and perform no such activity that is against the visa condition (such-clss 500).
I am also considering truthful that the combination of continuing desire for self-improvement 
increased learning combined with my insistence an approaching problem with both reason 
and practical application. I hope that will lead me in new paths with new ideas. So my dreams 
and career can only be successful if I get opportunity to study in TAFE. Queensland College 
which is the determination that I have made after a long research. I hope you would find my 
purpose for further study and I fit in your image of hardworking and discipline students 
throughout the study duration.

I also hope that that it will be great pleasure for me if I get opportunity to study diploma of 
dental technology at TAFE queens land college, Brisbane. The experience and hardworking in 
the diploma of dental technology will lead me to my further education that is Bachelor in 
Dental Technology in Australia. And also wish that the gaining of knowledge and staying in 
Australia will become the most exciting and precious part of my life. As I have a strong desire 
to study in Australia and raise up or aloft standard of Dental Technology of my own country 
Nepal.

Again and again I assure that I will follow all the Australian laws and will not break any student 
visa condition under temporary student’s visa rules. I want for your kind consideration for my 
visa application so that I will be able to move my steps towards my dreams and 
achievements. And I am sure that the standard education system of Australia will help me to 
catch up the path of progress for my best career. 

Thank you
Your sincerely,
…………………….
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Statement of Purpose (SOP)

It is my pleasure to provide my overall information including academic background, 
academic interests, career, vision, future, plans and means to accomplish such plans in form 
of this statement of purpose. Here, I have applied my best effort to clarify you the reasons of 
right co-relation of my past, present, and projected future.

Introduction and Academic Qualifications 
I delight to present Myself, ………….….son of Mr………….. and Mrs. ……………with permanent resident of 
……………………………… Nepal. I am applying diploma in dental technology at TAFE college of 
Queensland in Brisbane, Australia.
According to my qualification, I have passed my school leaving certificate from Himal 
Academy, Dang with grade point 3.40 in the year 2016 A.D. From my school days, I was very 
much interested in biology and its fields. Therefore, in my higher secondary level, I choose 
science faculty (biology as a major) and passed my higher secondary level from Golden Gate 
International Secondary School Kathmandu securing CGPA 3.03 in the year 2018.
After completion of my + 2 exam, I decided to choose dental as my career and I searched 
some colleges in Nepal but except 1-2 colleges, I didn't find any colleges which have better 
practical learning with theoretical knowledge. Without wasting time, I met with one of my elder 
brother who also applied for the foreign country for his further study and he advised me the 
same. Then I did search about the countries, universities, courses fees and living expenses and 
got to know about the English requirement and then I started the preparation for IELTS and 
gave IELTS Exam in 02/08/2018 and scored 6.0 in overall which opened the door for my 
international education abroad.

Reason for choosing Australia over other countries:

Australia is a safe, multicultural, friendly and harmonious society. Despites many other 
countries, I choose Australia because Australian education system is highly recognized 

around the world and most importantly much valued in Nepal. Moreover, the multicultural 
nature of Australian society means international students are readily accepted by other 
students, and teachers are experienced in teaching students from many countries. Australian 
government evaluates all universities in the country yearly to make sure they are maintaining 
their high standards. And the presence of many universities in Australia in the top 100 of the 
world rankings speaks highly of the government’s efforts to get students to study in Australia. 
That is more than enough for me to select Australia as a destination for study because even if 
a particular university is not ranked among the world’s best, there is a guarantee that it would 
strive to do and never compromise on the quality of education.
 
The rules, regulations and policies of the Australian government are very much supportive to 
the international student like ESOS (Education Services for Overseas Student) act, TPS (Tuition 
Protection Service) etc. After completing the course of study the student can work as much as 
he/she could to implement the acquired knowledge in the practical life and while studying 
students are allowed to work up to 20 hours per week while none of the other countries 
provide such opportunities and facilities for the students.

Furthermore, Australia has a reputation for adopting new technologies at a faster rate than in 
most of other countries and enters new millennium with one of highest rates of internet 
access in the world. Australia is a safe country and very welcoming. Australian education is 
globally accepted and adds value to students’ career life. Hence, I choose Australia as my 
study destination.
 
My research on other destinations and not selecting them:
USA (https://www.usa.gov/study-in-us): USA is well known for its education system but due to 
entry requirement of the tests such as ACT, SAT I, SAT II in most of the universities like Stanford 
University, University of Michigan, Yale University and so on, it makes it more time consuming 
just to get the admissions. Also the living cost is higher compared to Australia which makes it 
harder for international students to study and sustain their lifestyle while staying in the US.

UK (https://www.britishcouncil.in/study-uk): UK has best universities and we can take example 
of some of the finest universities such as University of oxford, Cambridge University, University 
of Manchester etc. But the unbound policies of government led to the loss of student’s tuition 
fee due to sudden shutdown of colleges. Australia compensates this issue by implementing 
TPS Act. This insures student’s security. Moreover, UK is facing some serious attacks that raise 
security concerns for the international students.

Canada (http://www.studying-in-canada.org/): In Canada, the weather is very freezing all year 
round and it will be very difficult to survive in such harsh weather conditions at least for me. 
Though the education in Canada is highly graded, studying at the university like University of 
Toronto, University of Waterloo etc in the cold climates would be difficult for me. Severe 
climatic condition of Canada is thus the major reason for not opting to study in Canada.

Why Not Home Country ?
Nepal is developing nation which is effected in the field of education from various aspects 
mainly politics and economics state. Currently there are few colleges providing courses of 
dental to the students all over the country. Some of the renowned colleges like Kantipur Dental 
college, people's Dental college and Hospital, colleges of Dental surgery, M.B. Kedia Dental 
College and so on for Dental. But I do not want to continue my studies in my own country due 
to limited opportunities to pursue higher degree courses in dental sectors. Widespread 
corruption and nepotism also compelled me to study abroad. The education system of Nepal 
is based more on theoretical education rather than practical one. Lack of technical 
equipments for teaching purpose also compelled me to study in abroad especially in 
Australia.
I have also chosen US, UK, Canada and others many European nations as my dream country 
for further education. But expensive living study cost and the immigration didn’t drag me to 
apply in such nations. The harsh climate of Canada discouraged me to apply for Canada. 
Although European nations like Germany and France has reputed study programmes but 
language barrier stopped me from choosing because students have to spend time to study 

language first than starting their courses straight. Australia climate, weather and cost of living 
and fee courses are much more attractive as those of their nations. Due to these factors I 
have chosen Australia for my further education. 
Reason on choosing Brisbane for study:

1. AFFORDABLE INVESTMENT
Brisbane is one of Australia’s most affordable places to study. The reasonable tuition fees 
provide students with value for money. Cost of living expenses are more affordable compared 
to other developed countries.

2. PERFECT WEATHER ALL YEAR ROUND
Brisbane has sunnier days per year than any other Australian capital city. Brisbane offers a 
comfortable sub-tropical climate with humid heat cooled by beautiful afternoon 
thunderstorms during summers, while winters rarely dip below 20°C. Spring and autumn are 
favourite seasons for residents, as it’s easy to enjoy the outdoors with temperatures hovering 
in the mid-to-late 20s.

3. EXCELLENT PUBLIC TRANSPORTATIONS
Brisbane has an integrated public transport system in which you’ll be able to get anywhere 
easily. It includes busses, trains and CityCat ferries and are different forms of efficient public 
transportation in Brisbane. Full-time tertiary students in Brisbane receive a 50% concession 
fare when they use any public transportation, which makes any trip more affordable.

4. CLOSE TO SOME OF THE BEST TRAVEL DESTINATIONS
Living in Brisbane puts you in prime position to explore some of Australia’s best destinations, 
both within the state of Queensland and beyond. Queensland has 5 of Australia’s 11 World 
Heritage sites and is home to many famous landmarks including the world famous Great 
Barrier Reef, Daintree Rainforest, countless islands from the Whitsunday’s to Fraser Island and 
more than 200 national parks. Gold Coast and Sunshine Coast are well known holiday 

destinations and they are just a drive away from Brisbane.
5. FEEL AT HOME
Brisbane is Australia’s most inclusive study destination, where there are many events and 
programs conducted exclusively for international students to escape the home sickness, such 
as the Australia’s largest city Orientation Day – the City Welcome Festival.

REASONS FOR CHOOSING TAFE (Technical and Further education) QUEENSLAND COLLEGE OF 
BRISBANE
With every inquiry from seminars to university agents, I concluded to go overseas for my 
further study. Though my deep research and counseling, the consular helped me to get 
information about different institutes focusing in dental and other health science courses. I 
compared the cost of the courses, city of living course content and reputation of the 
university; I came to make a decision on TAFE College Queensland of Brisbane. I have gone 
through different websites researched about the colleges having dental courses and with 
courses fees. After a thorough research I finally came to know about TAPE college of 
Queensland which is affordable and located in the Brisbane city with courses fees AUD 32000 
of 96 weeks which for me is relatively cheaper than other colleges. TAFE also provides a range 
of support services and facilities for all students. TAFE Queensland aim at all time to a positive 
and rewarding learning experience for all students. Besides all this facility offer by this college 
is more affordable for me. So I choose TAFE college of Queensland as my education provider.

WHY DIPLOMA IN DENTAL TECHNOLOGY?
Now talking about my program, Diploma Dental Technology is not an easy task. It requires a 
precise and very specific type of personality that is both strong in character and has 
considerable person.  As I am a dedicated, considerable person who always think about his 
future career and plans. So before starting Bachelor I want to study Diploma of Technology 
because Diploma is path to lead my destination.

I think studying through Diploma will help me to go with Australian Education with no trouble 

as it would be very difficult to cover up with new education system. If we compare the 
education system of Nepal and Australia they are far different from each other. In case of 
Australia the mode of education is technical and practical while in Nepal the mode of 
teaching is only vocational.

Diploma prepares students for industry, enterprise and para professional careers and teaches 
students tasks. It also teaches students about constructing and repairing dentures to design, 
manufacture, modify and repair dental appliances and prosthetics. Through the huge 
research of pages of colleges, this course content 21 core units and 4 elective units in some 
colleges while in some colleges. There are 20 core units and 5 elective units. That’s why all the 
core units and elective units are commonly mentioned below: 
Core units:
CHCCOM005 Communicate and work in health or community services
CHCDIV001 Work with diverse people
HLTAID003 Provide first aid
HLTDET001 Constructs models 
HLTDET002 Construct custom impression trays.
HLTDET003 Construct registration rings
HLTDET004 Articulate models and transfer records.
HLTDET005 Construct thermoformed bases and appliances.
HLTDET006 Construct immediate dentures.
HLTDET007 Construct removable acrylic partial dentures.
HLTDET008 Construct cast alloy removable partial denture framework.
HLTDET009 Construct crown and bridge structures.
HLTDET010 Join alloy structures
HLTDET011 Construct creamic and fixed restorations.
HLTDET012 Construct orthodontic appliances
HLTDET013 Construct oral splints
HLTDET014 Repair and modify dentures and appliances.

HLTDET015 Construct complete removable acrylic dentures and appliances
HLTDET016 Design digital dental restorations and appliances using computer-aided design 
(CAD).
HLTINF001  Comply with infection prevention and control policies and procedures.
HLTWHS003 Maintain work health and safety.
Elective units;
BSBADM311 Maintain business resources .
CHCDIV003 Manage and promote diversity.
BSBCU5031 Deliver and monitor a service to customers.
BSBLDR403 Lead team effectiveness.
BSBNGT402 Implement operational plan.
http://acte.edu.au/htt55115-diploma-of-dental-technology-crico-course-code-0917784/.
http://tafeq.eduau/hlt55115-diploma-dental-of-dental-technology-crico-course-code-091778
g/.
http://ransford.edu.eu.au/our-course/hlt5511s-diploma-of-dental-crico-course-code-096541kl.
Diploma of Dental Technology is also designed to build the skills needed for our further course 
that is Bachelor of Dental technology is that I need before joining bachelor of dental 
technology. I want myself to be powered up with exercise on my academics and English 
proficiency. I want my vision of knowledge to be broadened that would make me easy to start 
my bachelor of dental technology. Not only that I always look for best education. Now, I don’t 
want to compromise with my education. So , I am going to study diploma of dental technology 
at TAFE Queensland in Brisbane , Australia with I think will lead me effecifively to my bachelor 
course.

FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENT:
Regarding my finance all my expenses will be sponsored by my parents. My father has his own 
business with an annual earning of NRS ………………by 2017-2018 (17 sep). One of  the land( plot.no……) 
is given to the person named as Mr. ……………a permanent resident of same place as lease for the 
purposes of cottage industry from where my father get rents of NRS……….. annually. As well as 

my father have a tractor which earns NRS……….per.annum from its rents. Altogether with the 
annual income of NRS. ……………equivalents toAud ……………(1 AUD = Nrs. 82.03 as per current 
exchange rate of Nepal Rastra Bank). 
My parents are well aware of my expenses for the entire course and they are financially 
secure to sponsor me. My motivation to come back to Nepal is because of parents. So, I would 
not be having any problems regarding finance to cover my education. I am sure that there will 
be nothing that come in the way of education principally my finance while I am in Australia.
Through a far research I have tried my best to breakdown financial arrangement for my 
further studies in Australia. AUD 2000 ( as per DoHA)
Annual Tuition fee                 AUD 16400 ( as per offer letters)
Annual living cost                  AUD 20,290 ( as per DOHA)                                                                                     
Travelling cost (return airfare) AUD 1400 (as per  of DHOA)                           
Overseas students health cover (OSHC) AUD 1419 (As per OSHC of SCC )
Total  Expenses :  ………

FUTURE PLANS: 
As the proverb too says, “Time and tide waits for no one”. I have chosen this program myself 
and my first priority will be my study. In addition to this, those things which we do from our 
anxiety can get large success in our life. Secondly, money plays the vital role to move forward. 
Apart from my study, I’ll make an effort to complete this program After the completion of 
Diploma In Dental Technology from TAFE, I have further plan to join higher education to get my 
Bachelor of Dental Technology from Griffith University, Gold Coast, Australia where TAFE and 
Griffith University have credit precedents facility as a Credit for Prior Learning and Articulation 
system in Australia. So, I can get both Diploma to Degree qualifications in Australia to enhance 
my practical to research opportunities. I will return my home country with quality academic 
and work experiences and being real assets in the field of dental technology which helps me 
to start my professional career in dental sector. A degree from the reputed college and 
relevant experiences in Australia will help me to get good job in Nepal. I will be having 
immense career options in the field of dental. The advantage of this international degree will 

give me proficiency and the edge to seek further the employment cross border too and I am 
aware of the scenario that Gulf Countries and USA are the top destinations for sighting this 
professional occupation which benefits in the terms of monetary terms too but before this 
longer-term goal I wish to come to Nepal, and with the latest skills and enhanced 
professionalism, I will have the opportunity to work in both public and private sectors and with 
some years of experiences I will be able to open my own private Dentist Clinic. As Nepal is a 
developing country, there are wide ranges of employment opportunities available for dentists 
are Dental Departments of Government/ Army departments or private hospitals, health 
promotion departments, Medical Insurance firms and Researcher or advisor in 
Pharmaceuticals or dental care company which are involved in the back end policy making 
chore. If I acquire international certificate and degree with good performance, I will be 
provided with fine salary scale range from NRs. 70, 000 to 80,000 in any of the leading Dental 
Hospitals depending upon its nature and size whereas the local graduate has normal salary 
from NRs, 20,000.00 to 35,000 only. After good research of course, provider and destination, I 
am investing my time, effort and money for the intended course and I am confident enough 
that this investment will bring me back a better and happy life for long-term professional 
career. Having an international degree and working in my own motherland gives me more 
benefit like personality development, reputation and fame, wider popularity and easy 
adjustment in my own hometown.
My motivation to come back to Nepal is my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for 
me now it is my responsibility to look after them as I come back. I am greatly motivated and 
ambitious in pursuing my degree in Australia to improve my efficiency. My stay in Australia is 
temporary. I have planned to study in Australia only to develop my career through better 
educational matters along with gaining international experience.
 
My family members have always played a bridge between me and my study as I have always 
been supported, encouraged and motivated by my family members financially as well as 
emotionally. I hereby, declare that I am very much enthusiastic and motivated to learn in the 
diverse study area of Australia. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long 

period. Additionally, with my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is 
very important, as they had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have 
always supported and encouraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned 
for my career. This is an unremarkable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and 
love in their old ages being on their side. Today, where I am is due to my parents. After all, with 
this motto on me, with completion of my degree and some experience, I will return back to my 
country.

CONCLUSION:
Talking about the obligations for students under higher education visa subclass 500, I am well 
known and aware about it. Also I am well aware of the visa condition that I have to follow 
during my stay in Australia the conditions are mentioned below:
a. Maintaining 80% of attendance.
b. Mandatory to maintain 60% pass grade throughout their study period.
c. I have to pay their fee before due period.
d. Work permit of 40 hours per fortnight.
e. Maintaining the health insurance during my entire stay.
f. Attending the enrolled university or college for at least 6 months.

Informing the collage with in 7days if I change the address or contact details I assure the 
Australian government that will stay within the condition of via (sub class 500) during my stay 
in Australia and perform no such activity that is against the visa condition (such-clss 500).
I am also considering truthful that the combination of continuing desire for self-improvement 
increased learning combined with my insistence an approaching problem with both reason 
and practical application. I hope that will lead me in new paths with new ideas. So my dreams 
and career can only be successful if I get opportunity to study in TAFE. Queensland College 
which is the determination that I have made after a long research. I hope you would find my 
purpose for further study and I fit in your image of hardworking and discipline students 
throughout the study duration.

I also hope that that it will be great pleasure for me if I get opportunity to study diploma of 
dental technology at TAFE queens land college, Brisbane. The experience and hardworking in 
the diploma of dental technology will lead me to my further education that is Bachelor in 
Dental Technology in Australia. And also wish that the gaining of knowledge and staying in 
Australia will become the most exciting and precious part of my life. As I have a strong desire 
to study in Australia and raise up or aloft standard of Dental Technology of my own country 
Nepal.

Again and again I assure that I will follow all the Australian laws and will not break any student 
visa condition under temporary student’s visa rules. I want for your kind consideration for my 
visa application so that I will be able to move my steps towards my dreams and 
achievements. And I am sure that the standard education system of Australia will help me to 
catch up the path of progress for my best career. 

Thank you
Your sincerely,
…………………….
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Statement of Purpose (SOP)

It is my pleasure to provide my overall information including academic background, 
academic interests, career, vision, future, plans and means to accomplish such plans in form 
of this statement of purpose. Here, I have applied my best effort to clarify you the reasons of 
right co-relation of my past, present, and projected future.

Introduction and Academic Qualifications 
I delight to present Myself, ………….….son of Mr………….. and Mrs. ……………with permanent resident of 
……………………………… Nepal. I am applying diploma in dental technology at TAFE college of 
Queensland in Brisbane, Australia.
According to my qualification, I have passed my school leaving certificate from Himal 
Academy, Dang with grade point 3.40 in the year 2016 A.D. From my school days, I was very 
much interested in biology and its fields. Therefore, in my higher secondary level, I choose 
science faculty (biology as a major) and passed my higher secondary level from Golden Gate 
International Secondary School Kathmandu securing CGPA 3.03 in the year 2018.
After completion of my + 2 exam, I decided to choose dental as my career and I searched 
some colleges in Nepal but except 1-2 colleges, I didn't find any colleges which have better 
practical learning with theoretical knowledge. Without wasting time, I met with one of my elder 
brother who also applied for the foreign country for his further study and he advised me the 
same. Then I did search about the countries, universities, courses fees and living expenses and 
got to know about the English requirement and then I started the preparation for IELTS and 
gave IELTS Exam in 02/08/2018 and scored 6.0 in overall which opened the door for my 
international education abroad.

Reason for choosing Australia over other countries:

Australia is a safe, multicultural, friendly and harmonious society. Despites many other 
countries, I choose Australia because Australian education system is highly recognized 

around the world and most importantly much valued in Nepal. Moreover, the multicultural 
nature of Australian society means international students are readily accepted by other 
students, and teachers are experienced in teaching students from many countries. Australian 
government evaluates all universities in the country yearly to make sure they are maintaining 
their high standards. And the presence of many universities in Australia in the top 100 of the 
world rankings speaks highly of the government’s efforts to get students to study in Australia. 
That is more than enough for me to select Australia as a destination for study because even if 
a particular university is not ranked among the world’s best, there is a guarantee that it would 
strive to do and never compromise on the quality of education.
 
The rules, regulations and policies of the Australian government are very much supportive to 
the international student like ESOS (Education Services for Overseas Student) act, TPS (Tuition 
Protection Service) etc. After completing the course of study the student can work as much as 
he/she could to implement the acquired knowledge in the practical life and while studying 
students are allowed to work up to 20 hours per week while none of the other countries 
provide such opportunities and facilities for the students.

Furthermore, Australia has a reputation for adopting new technologies at a faster rate than in 
most of other countries and enters new millennium with one of highest rates of internet 
access in the world. Australia is a safe country and very welcoming. Australian education is 
globally accepted and adds value to students’ career life. Hence, I choose Australia as my 
study destination.
 
My research on other destinations and not selecting them:
USA (https://www.usa.gov/study-in-us): USA is well known for its education system but due to 
entry requirement of the tests such as ACT, SAT I, SAT II in most of the universities like Stanford 
University, University of Michigan, Yale University and so on, it makes it more time consuming 
just to get the admissions. Also the living cost is higher compared to Australia which makes it 
harder for international students to study and sustain their lifestyle while staying in the US.

UK (https://www.britishcouncil.in/study-uk): UK has best universities and we can take example 
of some of the finest universities such as University of oxford, Cambridge University, University 
of Manchester etc. But the unbound policies of government led to the loss of student’s tuition 
fee due to sudden shutdown of colleges. Australia compensates this issue by implementing 
TPS Act. This insures student’s security. Moreover, UK is facing some serious attacks that raise 
security concerns for the international students.

Canada (http://www.studying-in-canada.org/): In Canada, the weather is very freezing all year 
round and it will be very difficult to survive in such harsh weather conditions at least for me. 
Though the education in Canada is highly graded, studying at the university like University of 
Toronto, University of Waterloo etc in the cold climates would be difficult for me. Severe 
climatic condition of Canada is thus the major reason for not opting to study in Canada.

Why Not Home Country ?
Nepal is developing nation which is effected in the field of education from various aspects 
mainly politics and economics state. Currently there are few colleges providing courses of 
dental to the students all over the country. Some of the renowned colleges like Kantipur Dental 
college, people's Dental college and Hospital, colleges of Dental surgery, M.B. Kedia Dental 
College and so on for Dental. But I do not want to continue my studies in my own country due 
to limited opportunities to pursue higher degree courses in dental sectors. Widespread 
corruption and nepotism also compelled me to study abroad. The education system of Nepal 
is based more on theoretical education rather than practical one. Lack of technical 
equipments for teaching purpose also compelled me to study in abroad especially in 
Australia.
I have also chosen US, UK, Canada and others many European nations as my dream country 
for further education. But expensive living study cost and the immigration didn’t drag me to 
apply in such nations. The harsh climate of Canada discouraged me to apply for Canada. 
Although European nations like Germany and France has reputed study programmes but 
language barrier stopped me from choosing because students have to spend time to study 

language first than starting their courses straight. Australia climate, weather and cost of living 
and fee courses are much more attractive as those of their nations. Due to these factors I 
have chosen Australia for my further education. 
Reason on choosing Brisbane for study:

1. AFFORDABLE INVESTMENT
Brisbane is one of Australia’s most affordable places to study. The reasonable tuition fees 
provide students with value for money. Cost of living expenses are more affordable compared 
to other developed countries.

2. PERFECT WEATHER ALL YEAR ROUND
Brisbane has sunnier days per year than any other Australian capital city. Brisbane offers a 
comfortable sub-tropical climate with humid heat cooled by beautiful afternoon 
thunderstorms during summers, while winters rarely dip below 20°C. Spring and autumn are 
favourite seasons for residents, as it’s easy to enjoy the outdoors with temperatures hovering 
in the mid-to-late 20s.

3. EXCELLENT PUBLIC TRANSPORTATIONS
Brisbane has an integrated public transport system in which you’ll be able to get anywhere 
easily. It includes busses, trains and CityCat ferries and are different forms of efficient public 
transportation in Brisbane. Full-time tertiary students in Brisbane receive a 50% concession 
fare when they use any public transportation, which makes any trip more affordable.

4. CLOSE TO SOME OF THE BEST TRAVEL DESTINATIONS
Living in Brisbane puts you in prime position to explore some of Australia’s best destinations, 
both within the state of Queensland and beyond. Queensland has 5 of Australia’s 11 World 
Heritage sites and is home to many famous landmarks including the world famous Great 
Barrier Reef, Daintree Rainforest, countless islands from the Whitsunday’s to Fraser Island and 
more than 200 national parks. Gold Coast and Sunshine Coast are well known holiday 

destinations and they are just a drive away from Brisbane.
5. FEEL AT HOME
Brisbane is Australia’s most inclusive study destination, where there are many events and 
programs conducted exclusively for international students to escape the home sickness, such 
as the Australia’s largest city Orientation Day – the City Welcome Festival.

REASONS FOR CHOOSING TAFE (Technical and Further education) QUEENSLAND COLLEGE OF 
BRISBANE
With every inquiry from seminars to university agents, I concluded to go overseas for my 
further study. Though my deep research and counseling, the consular helped me to get 
information about different institutes focusing in dental and other health science courses. I 
compared the cost of the courses, city of living course content and reputation of the 
university; I came to make a decision on TAFE College Queensland of Brisbane. I have gone 
through different websites researched about the colleges having dental courses and with 
courses fees. After a thorough research I finally came to know about TAPE college of 
Queensland which is affordable and located in the Brisbane city with courses fees AUD 32000 
of 96 weeks which for me is relatively cheaper than other colleges. TAFE also provides a range 
of support services and facilities for all students. TAFE Queensland aim at all time to a positive 
and rewarding learning experience for all students. Besides all this facility offer by this college 
is more affordable for me. So I choose TAFE college of Queensland as my education provider.

WHY DIPLOMA IN DENTAL TECHNOLOGY?
Now talking about my program, Diploma Dental Technology is not an easy task. It requires a 
precise and very specific type of personality that is both strong in character and has 
considerable person.  As I am a dedicated, considerable person who always think about his 
future career and plans. So before starting Bachelor I want to study Diploma of Technology 
because Diploma is path to lead my destination.

I think studying through Diploma will help me to go with Australian Education with no trouble 

as it would be very difficult to cover up with new education system. If we compare the 
education system of Nepal and Australia they are far different from each other. In case of 
Australia the mode of education is technical and practical while in Nepal the mode of 
teaching is only vocational.

Diploma prepares students for industry, enterprise and para professional careers and teaches 
students tasks. It also teaches students about constructing and repairing dentures to design, 
manufacture, modify and repair dental appliances and prosthetics. Through the huge 
research of pages of colleges, this course content 21 core units and 4 elective units in some 
colleges while in some colleges. There are 20 core units and 5 elective units. That’s why all the 
core units and elective units are commonly mentioned below: 
Core units:
CHCCOM005 Communicate and work in health or community services
CHCDIV001 Work with diverse people
HLTAID003 Provide first aid
HLTDET001 Constructs models 
HLTDET002 Construct custom impression trays.
HLTDET003 Construct registration rings
HLTDET004 Articulate models and transfer records.
HLTDET005 Construct thermoformed bases and appliances.
HLTDET006 Construct immediate dentures.
HLTDET007 Construct removable acrylic partial dentures.
HLTDET008 Construct cast alloy removable partial denture framework.
HLTDET009 Construct crown and bridge structures.
HLTDET010 Join alloy structures
HLTDET011 Construct creamic and fixed restorations.
HLTDET012 Construct orthodontic appliances
HLTDET013 Construct oral splints
HLTDET014 Repair and modify dentures and appliances.

HLTDET015 Construct complete removable acrylic dentures and appliances
HLTDET016 Design digital dental restorations and appliances using computer-aided design 
(CAD).
HLTINF001  Comply with infection prevention and control policies and procedures.
HLTWHS003 Maintain work health and safety.
Elective units;
BSBADM311 Maintain business resources .
CHCDIV003 Manage and promote diversity.
BSBCU5031 Deliver and monitor a service to customers.
BSBLDR403 Lead team effectiveness.
BSBNGT402 Implement operational plan.
http://acte.edu.au/htt55115-diploma-of-dental-technology-crico-course-code-0917784/.
http://tafeq.eduau/hlt55115-diploma-dental-of-dental-technology-crico-course-code-091778
g/.
http://ransford.edu.eu.au/our-course/hlt5511s-diploma-of-dental-crico-course-code-096541kl.
Diploma of Dental Technology is also designed to build the skills needed for our further course 
that is Bachelor of Dental technology is that I need before joining bachelor of dental 
technology. I want myself to be powered up with exercise on my academics and English 
proficiency. I want my vision of knowledge to be broadened that would make me easy to start 
my bachelor of dental technology. Not only that I always look for best education. Now, I don’t 
want to compromise with my education. So , I am going to study diploma of dental technology 
at TAFE Queensland in Brisbane , Australia with I think will lead me effecifively to my bachelor 
course.

FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENT:
Regarding my finance all my expenses will be sponsored by my parents. My father has his own 
business with an annual earning of NRS ………………by 2017-2018 (17 sep). One of  the land( plot.no……) 
is given to the person named as Mr. ……………a permanent resident of same place as lease for the 
purposes of cottage industry from where my father get rents of NRS……….. annually. As well as 

my father have a tractor which earns NRS……….per.annum from its rents. Altogether with the 
annual income of NRS. ……………equivalents toAud ……………(1 AUD = Nrs. 82.03 as per current 
exchange rate of Nepal Rastra Bank). 
My parents are well aware of my expenses for the entire course and they are financially 
secure to sponsor me. My motivation to come back to Nepal is because of parents. So, I would 
not be having any problems regarding finance to cover my education. I am sure that there will 
be nothing that come in the way of education principally my finance while I am in Australia.
Through a far research I have tried my best to breakdown financial arrangement for my 
further studies in Australia. AUD 2000 ( as per DoHA)
Annual Tuition fee                 AUD 16400 ( as per offer letters)
Annual living cost                  AUD 20,290 ( as per DOHA)                                                                                     
Travelling cost (return airfare) AUD 1400 (as per  of DHOA)                           
Overseas students health cover (OSHC) AUD 1419 (As per OSHC of SCC )
Total  Expenses :  ………

FUTURE PLANS: 
As the proverb too says, “Time and tide waits for no one”. I have chosen this program myself 
and my first priority will be my study. In addition to this, those things which we do from our 
anxiety can get large success in our life. Secondly, money plays the vital role to move forward. 
Apart from my study, I’ll make an effort to complete this program After the completion of 
Diploma In Dental Technology from TAFE, I have further plan to join higher education to get my 
Bachelor of Dental Technology from Griffith University, Gold Coast, Australia where TAFE and 
Griffith University have credit precedents facility as a Credit for Prior Learning and Articulation 
system in Australia. So, I can get both Diploma to Degree qualifications in Australia to enhance 
my practical to research opportunities. I will return my home country with quality academic 
and work experiences and being real assets in the field of dental technology which helps me 
to start my professional career in dental sector. A degree from the reputed college and 
relevant experiences in Australia will help me to get good job in Nepal. I will be having 
immense career options in the field of dental. The advantage of this international degree will 

give me proficiency and the edge to seek further the employment cross border too and I am 
aware of the scenario that Gulf Countries and USA are the top destinations for sighting this 
professional occupation which benefits in the terms of monetary terms too but before this 
longer-term goal I wish to come to Nepal, and with the latest skills and enhanced 
professionalism, I will have the opportunity to work in both public and private sectors and with 
some years of experiences I will be able to open my own private Dentist Clinic. As Nepal is a 
developing country, there are wide ranges of employment opportunities available for dentists 
are Dental Departments of Government/ Army departments or private hospitals, health 
promotion departments, Medical Insurance firms and Researcher or advisor in 
Pharmaceuticals or dental care company which are involved in the back end policy making 
chore. If I acquire international certificate and degree with good performance, I will be 
provided with fine salary scale range from NRs. 70, 000 to 80,000 in any of the leading Dental 
Hospitals depending upon its nature and size whereas the local graduate has normal salary 
from NRs, 20,000.00 to 35,000 only. After good research of course, provider and destination, I 
am investing my time, effort and money for the intended course and I am confident enough 
that this investment will bring me back a better and happy life for long-term professional 
career. Having an international degree and working in my own motherland gives me more 
benefit like personality development, reputation and fame, wider popularity and easy 
adjustment in my own hometown.
My motivation to come back to Nepal is my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for 
me now it is my responsibility to look after them as I come back. I am greatly motivated and 
ambitious in pursuing my degree in Australia to improve my efficiency. My stay in Australia is 
temporary. I have planned to study in Australia only to develop my career through better 
educational matters along with gaining international experience.
 
My family members have always played a bridge between me and my study as I have always 
been supported, encouraged and motivated by my family members financially as well as 
emotionally. I hereby, declare that I am very much enthusiastic and motivated to learn in the 
diverse study area of Australia. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long 

period. Additionally, with my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is 
very important, as they had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have 
always supported and encouraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned 
for my career. This is an unremarkable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and 
love in their old ages being on their side. Today, where I am is due to my parents. After all, with 
this motto on me, with completion of my degree and some experience, I will return back to my 
country.

CONCLUSION:
Talking about the obligations for students under higher education visa subclass 500, I am well 
known and aware about it. Also I am well aware of the visa condition that I have to follow 
during my stay in Australia the conditions are mentioned below:
a. Maintaining 80% of attendance.
b. Mandatory to maintain 60% pass grade throughout their study period.
c. I have to pay their fee before due period.
d. Work permit of 40 hours per fortnight.
e. Maintaining the health insurance during my entire stay.
f. Attending the enrolled university or college for at least 6 months.

Informing the collage with in 7days if I change the address or contact details I assure the 
Australian government that will stay within the condition of via (sub class 500) during my stay 
in Australia and perform no such activity that is against the visa condition (such-clss 500).
I am also considering truthful that the combination of continuing desire for self-improvement 
increased learning combined with my insistence an approaching problem with both reason 
and practical application. I hope that will lead me in new paths with new ideas. So my dreams 
and career can only be successful if I get opportunity to study in TAFE. Queensland College 
which is the determination that I have made after a long research. I hope you would find my 
purpose for further study and I fit in your image of hardworking and discipline students 
throughout the study duration.

I also hope that that it will be great pleasure for me if I get opportunity to study diploma of 
dental technology at TAFE queens land college, Brisbane. The experience and hardworking in 
the diploma of dental technology will lead me to my further education that is Bachelor in 
Dental Technology in Australia. And also wish that the gaining of knowledge and staying in 
Australia will become the most exciting and precious part of my life. As I have a strong desire 
to study in Australia and raise up or aloft standard of Dental Technology of my own country 
Nepal.

Again and again I assure that I will follow all the Australian laws and will not break any student 
visa condition under temporary student’s visa rules. I want for your kind consideration for my 
visa application so that I will be able to move my steps towards my dreams and 
achievements. And I am sure that the standard education system of Australia will help me to 
catch up the path of progress for my best career. 

Thank you
Your sincerely,
…………………….
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Statement of Purpose (SOP)

It is my pleasure to provide my overall information including academic background, 
academic interests, career, vision, future, plans and means to accomplish such plans in form 
of this statement of purpose. Here, I have applied my best effort to clarify you the reasons of 
right co-relation of my past, present, and projected future.

Introduction and Academic Qualifications 
I delight to present Myself, ………….….son of Mr………….. and Mrs. ……………with permanent resident of 
……………………………… Nepal. I am applying diploma in dental technology at TAFE college of 
Queensland in Brisbane, Australia.
According to my qualification, I have passed my school leaving certificate from Himal 
Academy, Dang with grade point 3.40 in the year 2016 A.D. From my school days, I was very 
much interested in biology and its fields. Therefore, in my higher secondary level, I choose 
science faculty (biology as a major) and passed my higher secondary level from Golden Gate 
International Secondary School Kathmandu securing CGPA 3.03 in the year 2018.
After completion of my + 2 exam, I decided to choose dental as my career and I searched 
some colleges in Nepal but except 1-2 colleges, I didn't find any colleges which have better 
practical learning with theoretical knowledge. Without wasting time, I met with one of my elder 
brother who also applied for the foreign country for his further study and he advised me the 
same. Then I did search about the countries, universities, courses fees and living expenses and 
got to know about the English requirement and then I started the preparation for IELTS and 
gave IELTS Exam in 02/08/2018 and scored 6.0 in overall which opened the door for my 
international education abroad.

Reason for choosing Australia over other countries:

Australia is a safe, multicultural, friendly and harmonious society. Despites many other 
countries, I choose Australia because Australian education system is highly recognized 

around the world and most importantly much valued in Nepal. Moreover, the multicultural 
nature of Australian society means international students are readily accepted by other 
students, and teachers are experienced in teaching students from many countries. Australian 
government evaluates all universities in the country yearly to make sure they are maintaining 
their high standards. And the presence of many universities in Australia in the top 100 of the 
world rankings speaks highly of the government’s efforts to get students to study in Australia. 
That is more than enough for me to select Australia as a destination for study because even if 
a particular university is not ranked among the world’s best, there is a guarantee that it would 
strive to do and never compromise on the quality of education.
 
The rules, regulations and policies of the Australian government are very much supportive to 
the international student like ESOS (Education Services for Overseas Student) act, TPS (Tuition 
Protection Service) etc. After completing the course of study the student can work as much as 
he/she could to implement the acquired knowledge in the practical life and while studying 
students are allowed to work up to 20 hours per week while none of the other countries 
provide such opportunities and facilities for the students.

Furthermore, Australia has a reputation for adopting new technologies at a faster rate than in 
most of other countries and enters new millennium with one of highest rates of internet 
access in the world. Australia is a safe country and very welcoming. Australian education is 
globally accepted and adds value to students’ career life. Hence, I choose Australia as my 
study destination.
 
My research on other destinations and not selecting them:
USA (https://www.usa.gov/study-in-us): USA is well known for its education system but due to 
entry requirement of the tests such as ACT, SAT I, SAT II in most of the universities like Stanford 
University, University of Michigan, Yale University and so on, it makes it more time consuming 
just to get the admissions. Also the living cost is higher compared to Australia which makes it 
harder for international students to study and sustain their lifestyle while staying in the US.

UK (https://www.britishcouncil.in/study-uk): UK has best universities and we can take example 
of some of the finest universities such as University of oxford, Cambridge University, University 
of Manchester etc. But the unbound policies of government led to the loss of student’s tuition 
fee due to sudden shutdown of colleges. Australia compensates this issue by implementing 
TPS Act. This insures student’s security. Moreover, UK is facing some serious attacks that raise 
security concerns for the international students.

Canada (http://www.studying-in-canada.org/): In Canada, the weather is very freezing all year 
round and it will be very difficult to survive in such harsh weather conditions at least for me. 
Though the education in Canada is highly graded, studying at the university like University of 
Toronto, University of Waterloo etc in the cold climates would be difficult for me. Severe 
climatic condition of Canada is thus the major reason for not opting to study in Canada.

Why Not Home Country ?
Nepal is developing nation which is effected in the field of education from various aspects 
mainly politics and economics state. Currently there are few colleges providing courses of 
dental to the students all over the country. Some of the renowned colleges like Kantipur Dental 
college, people's Dental college and Hospital, colleges of Dental surgery, M.B. Kedia Dental 
College and so on for Dental. But I do not want to continue my studies in my own country due 
to limited opportunities to pursue higher degree courses in dental sectors. Widespread 
corruption and nepotism also compelled me to study abroad. The education system of Nepal 
is based more on theoretical education rather than practical one. Lack of technical 
equipments for teaching purpose also compelled me to study in abroad especially in 
Australia.
I have also chosen US, UK, Canada and others many European nations as my dream country 
for further education. But expensive living study cost and the immigration didn’t drag me to 
apply in such nations. The harsh climate of Canada discouraged me to apply for Canada. 
Although European nations like Germany and France has reputed study programmes but 
language barrier stopped me from choosing because students have to spend time to study 

language first than starting their courses straight. Australia climate, weather and cost of living 
and fee courses are much more attractive as those of their nations. Due to these factors I 
have chosen Australia for my further education. 
Reason on choosing Brisbane for study:

1. AFFORDABLE INVESTMENT
Brisbane is one of Australia’s most affordable places to study. The reasonable tuition fees 
provide students with value for money. Cost of living expenses are more affordable compared 
to other developed countries.

2. PERFECT WEATHER ALL YEAR ROUND
Brisbane has sunnier days per year than any other Australian capital city. Brisbane offers a 
comfortable sub-tropical climate with humid heat cooled by beautiful afternoon 
thunderstorms during summers, while winters rarely dip below 20°C. Spring and autumn are 
favourite seasons for residents, as it’s easy to enjoy the outdoors with temperatures hovering 
in the mid-to-late 20s.

3. EXCELLENT PUBLIC TRANSPORTATIONS
Brisbane has an integrated public transport system in which you’ll be able to get anywhere 
easily. It includes busses, trains and CityCat ferries and are different forms of efficient public 
transportation in Brisbane. Full-time tertiary students in Brisbane receive a 50% concession 
fare when they use any public transportation, which makes any trip more affordable.

4. CLOSE TO SOME OF THE BEST TRAVEL DESTINATIONS
Living in Brisbane puts you in prime position to explore some of Australia’s best destinations, 
both within the state of Queensland and beyond. Queensland has 5 of Australia’s 11 World 
Heritage sites and is home to many famous landmarks including the world famous Great 
Barrier Reef, Daintree Rainforest, countless islands from the Whitsunday’s to Fraser Island and 
more than 200 national parks. Gold Coast and Sunshine Coast are well known holiday 

destinations and they are just a drive away from Brisbane.
5. FEEL AT HOME
Brisbane is Australia’s most inclusive study destination, where there are many events and 
programs conducted exclusively for international students to escape the home sickness, such 
as the Australia’s largest city Orientation Day – the City Welcome Festival.

REASONS FOR CHOOSING TAFE (Technical and Further education) QUEENSLAND COLLEGE OF 
BRISBANE
With every inquiry from seminars to university agents, I concluded to go overseas for my 
further study. Though my deep research and counseling, the consular helped me to get 
information about different institutes focusing in dental and other health science courses. I 
compared the cost of the courses, city of living course content and reputation of the 
university; I came to make a decision on TAFE College Queensland of Brisbane. I have gone 
through different websites researched about the colleges having dental courses and with 
courses fees. After a thorough research I finally came to know about TAPE college of 
Queensland which is affordable and located in the Brisbane city with courses fees AUD 32000 
of 96 weeks which for me is relatively cheaper than other colleges. TAFE also provides a range 
of support services and facilities for all students. TAFE Queensland aim at all time to a positive 
and rewarding learning experience for all students. Besides all this facility offer by this college 
is more affordable for me. So I choose TAFE college of Queensland as my education provider.

WHY DIPLOMA IN DENTAL TECHNOLOGY?
Now talking about my program, Diploma Dental Technology is not an easy task. It requires a 
precise and very specific type of personality that is both strong in character and has 
considerable person.  As I am a dedicated, considerable person who always think about his 
future career and plans. So before starting Bachelor I want to study Diploma of Technology 
because Diploma is path to lead my destination.

I think studying through Diploma will help me to go with Australian Education with no trouble 

as it would be very difficult to cover up with new education system. If we compare the 
education system of Nepal and Australia they are far different from each other. In case of 
Australia the mode of education is technical and practical while in Nepal the mode of 
teaching is only vocational.

Diploma prepares students for industry, enterprise and para professional careers and teaches 
students tasks. It also teaches students about constructing and repairing dentures to design, 
manufacture, modify and repair dental appliances and prosthetics. Through the huge 
research of pages of colleges, this course content 21 core units and 4 elective units in some 
colleges while in some colleges. There are 20 core units and 5 elective units. That’s why all the 
core units and elective units are commonly mentioned below: 
Core units:
CHCCOM005 Communicate and work in health or community services
CHCDIV001 Work with diverse people
HLTAID003 Provide first aid
HLTDET001 Constructs models 
HLTDET002 Construct custom impression trays.
HLTDET003 Construct registration rings
HLTDET004 Articulate models and transfer records.
HLTDET005 Construct thermoformed bases and appliances.
HLTDET006 Construct immediate dentures.
HLTDET007 Construct removable acrylic partial dentures.
HLTDET008 Construct cast alloy removable partial denture framework.
HLTDET009 Construct crown and bridge structures.
HLTDET010 Join alloy structures
HLTDET011 Construct creamic and fixed restorations.
HLTDET012 Construct orthodontic appliances
HLTDET013 Construct oral splints
HLTDET014 Repair and modify dentures and appliances.

HLTDET015 Construct complete removable acrylic dentures and appliances
HLTDET016 Design digital dental restorations and appliances using computer-aided design 
(CAD).
HLTINF001  Comply with infection prevention and control policies and procedures.
HLTWHS003 Maintain work health and safety.
Elective units;
BSBADM311 Maintain business resources .
CHCDIV003 Manage and promote diversity.
BSBCU5031 Deliver and monitor a service to customers.
BSBLDR403 Lead team effectiveness.
BSBNGT402 Implement operational plan.
http://acte.edu.au/htt55115-diploma-of-dental-technology-crico-course-code-0917784/.
http://tafeq.eduau/hlt55115-diploma-dental-of-dental-technology-crico-course-code-091778
g/.
http://ransford.edu.eu.au/our-course/hlt5511s-diploma-of-dental-crico-course-code-096541kl.
Diploma of Dental Technology is also designed to build the skills needed for our further course 
that is Bachelor of Dental technology is that I need before joining bachelor of dental 
technology. I want myself to be powered up with exercise on my academics and English 
proficiency. I want my vision of knowledge to be broadened that would make me easy to start 
my bachelor of dental technology. Not only that I always look for best education. Now, I don’t 
want to compromise with my education. So , I am going to study diploma of dental technology 
at TAFE Queensland in Brisbane , Australia with I think will lead me effecifively to my bachelor 
course.

FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENT:
Regarding my finance all my expenses will be sponsored by my parents. My father has his own 
business with an annual earning of NRS ………………by 2017-2018 (17 sep). One of  the land( plot.no……) 
is given to the person named as Mr. ……………a permanent resident of same place as lease for the 
purposes of cottage industry from where my father get rents of NRS……….. annually. As well as 

my father have a tractor which earns NRS……….per.annum from its rents. Altogether with the 
annual income of NRS. ……………equivalents toAud ……………(1 AUD = Nrs. 82.03 as per current 
exchange rate of Nepal Rastra Bank). 
My parents are well aware of my expenses for the entire course and they are financially 
secure to sponsor me. My motivation to come back to Nepal is because of parents. So, I would 
not be having any problems regarding finance to cover my education. I am sure that there will 
be nothing that come in the way of education principally my finance while I am in Australia.
Through a far research I have tried my best to breakdown financial arrangement for my 
further studies in Australia. AUD 2000 ( as per DoHA)
Annual Tuition fee                 AUD 16400 ( as per offer letters)
Annual living cost                  AUD 20,290 ( as per DOHA)                                                                                     
Travelling cost (return airfare) AUD 1400 (as per  of DHOA)                           
Overseas students health cover (OSHC) AUD 1419 (As per OSHC of SCC )
Total  Expenses :  ………

FUTURE PLANS: 
As the proverb too says, “Time and tide waits for no one”. I have chosen this program myself 
and my first priority will be my study. In addition to this, those things which we do from our 
anxiety can get large success in our life. Secondly, money plays the vital role to move forward. 
Apart from my study, I’ll make an effort to complete this program After the completion of 
Diploma In Dental Technology from TAFE, I have further plan to join higher education to get my 
Bachelor of Dental Technology from Griffith University, Gold Coast, Australia where TAFE and 
Griffith University have credit precedents facility as a Credit for Prior Learning and Articulation 
system in Australia. So, I can get both Diploma to Degree qualifications in Australia to enhance 
my practical to research opportunities. I will return my home country with quality academic 
and work experiences and being real assets in the field of dental technology which helps me 
to start my professional career in dental sector. A degree from the reputed college and 
relevant experiences in Australia will help me to get good job in Nepal. I will be having 
immense career options in the field of dental. The advantage of this international degree will 

give me proficiency and the edge to seek further the employment cross border too and I am 
aware of the scenario that Gulf Countries and USA are the top destinations for sighting this 
professional occupation which benefits in the terms of monetary terms too but before this 
longer-term goal I wish to come to Nepal, and with the latest skills and enhanced 
professionalism, I will have the opportunity to work in both public and private sectors and with 
some years of experiences I will be able to open my own private Dentist Clinic. As Nepal is a 
developing country, there are wide ranges of employment opportunities available for dentists 
are Dental Departments of Government/ Army departments or private hospitals, health 
promotion departments, Medical Insurance firms and Researcher or advisor in 
Pharmaceuticals or dental care company which are involved in the back end policy making 
chore. If I acquire international certificate and degree with good performance, I will be 
provided with fine salary scale range from NRs. 70, 000 to 80,000 in any of the leading Dental 
Hospitals depending upon its nature and size whereas the local graduate has normal salary 
from NRs, 20,000.00 to 35,000 only. After good research of course, provider and destination, I 
am investing my time, effort and money for the intended course and I am confident enough 
that this investment will bring me back a better and happy life for long-term professional 
career. Having an international degree and working in my own motherland gives me more 
benefit like personality development, reputation and fame, wider popularity and easy 
adjustment in my own hometown.
My motivation to come back to Nepal is my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for 
me now it is my responsibility to look after them as I come back. I am greatly motivated and 
ambitious in pursuing my degree in Australia to improve my efficiency. My stay in Australia is 
temporary. I have planned to study in Australia only to develop my career through better 
educational matters along with gaining international experience.
 
My family members have always played a bridge between me and my study as I have always 
been supported, encouraged and motivated by my family members financially as well as 
emotionally. I hereby, declare that I am very much enthusiastic and motivated to learn in the 
diverse study area of Australia. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long 

period. Additionally, with my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is 
very important, as they had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have 
always supported and encouraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned 
for my career. This is an unremarkable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and 
love in their old ages being on their side. Today, where I am is due to my parents. After all, with 
this motto on me, with completion of my degree and some experience, I will return back to my 
country.

CONCLUSION:
Talking about the obligations for students under higher education visa subclass 500, I am well 
known and aware about it. Also I am well aware of the visa condition that I have to follow 
during my stay in Australia the conditions are mentioned below:
a. Maintaining 80% of attendance.
b. Mandatory to maintain 60% pass grade throughout their study period.
c. I have to pay their fee before due period.
d. Work permit of 40 hours per fortnight.
e. Maintaining the health insurance during my entire stay.
f. Attending the enrolled university or college for at least 6 months.

Informing the collage with in 7days if I change the address or contact details I assure the 
Australian government that will stay within the condition of via (sub class 500) during my stay 
in Australia and perform no such activity that is against the visa condition (such-clss 500).
I am also considering truthful that the combination of continuing desire for self-improvement 
increased learning combined with my insistence an approaching problem with both reason 
and practical application. I hope that will lead me in new paths with new ideas. So my dreams 
and career can only be successful if I get opportunity to study in TAFE. Queensland College 
which is the determination that I have made after a long research. I hope you would find my 
purpose for further study and I fit in your image of hardworking and discipline students 
throughout the study duration.

I also hope that that it will be great pleasure for me if I get opportunity to study diploma of 
dental technology at TAFE queens land college, Brisbane. The experience and hardworking in 
the diploma of dental technology will lead me to my further education that is Bachelor in 
Dental Technology in Australia. And also wish that the gaining of knowledge and staying in 
Australia will become the most exciting and precious part of my life. As I have a strong desire 
to study in Australia and raise up or aloft standard of Dental Technology of my own country 
Nepal.

Again and again I assure that I will follow all the Australian laws and will not break any student 
visa condition under temporary student’s visa rules. I want for your kind consideration for my 
visa application so that I will be able to move my steps towards my dreams and 
achievements. And I am sure that the standard education system of Australia will help me to 
catch up the path of progress for my best career. 

Thank you
Your sincerely,
…………………….
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Statement of Purpose (SOP)

It is my pleasure to provide my overall information including academic background, 
academic interests, career, vision, future, plans and means to accomplish such plans in form 
of this statement of purpose. Here, I have applied my best effort to clarify you the reasons of 
right co-relation of my past, present, and projected future.

Introduction and Academic Qualifications 
I delight to present Myself, ………….….son of Mr………….. and Mrs. ……………with permanent resident of 
……………………………… Nepal. I am applying diploma in dental technology at TAFE college of 
Queensland in Brisbane, Australia.
According to my qualification, I have passed my school leaving certificate from Himal 
Academy, Dang with grade point 3.40 in the year 2016 A.D. From my school days, I was very 
much interested in biology and its fields. Therefore, in my higher secondary level, I choose 
science faculty (biology as a major) and passed my higher secondary level from Golden Gate 
International Secondary School Kathmandu securing CGPA 3.03 in the year 2018.
After completion of my + 2 exam, I decided to choose dental as my career and I searched 
some colleges in Nepal but except 1-2 colleges, I didn't find any colleges which have better 
practical learning with theoretical knowledge. Without wasting time, I met with one of my elder 
brother who also applied for the foreign country for his further study and he advised me the 
same. Then I did search about the countries, universities, courses fees and living expenses and 
got to know about the English requirement and then I started the preparation for IELTS and 
gave IELTS Exam in 02/08/2018 and scored 6.0 in overall which opened the door for my 
international education abroad.

Reason for choosing Australia over other countries:

Australia is a safe, multicultural, friendly and harmonious society. Despites many other 
countries, I choose Australia because Australian education system is highly recognized 

around the world and most importantly much valued in Nepal. Moreover, the multicultural 
nature of Australian society means international students are readily accepted by other 
students, and teachers are experienced in teaching students from many countries. Australian 
government evaluates all universities in the country yearly to make sure they are maintaining 
their high standards. And the presence of many universities in Australia in the top 100 of the 
world rankings speaks highly of the government’s efforts to get students to study in Australia. 
That is more than enough for me to select Australia as a destination for study because even if 
a particular university is not ranked among the world’s best, there is a guarantee that it would 
strive to do and never compromise on the quality of education.
 
The rules, regulations and policies of the Australian government are very much supportive to 
the international student like ESOS (Education Services for Overseas Student) act, TPS (Tuition 
Protection Service) etc. After completing the course of study the student can work as much as 
he/she could to implement the acquired knowledge in the practical life and while studying 
students are allowed to work up to 20 hours per week while none of the other countries 
provide such opportunities and facilities for the students.

Furthermore, Australia has a reputation for adopting new technologies at a faster rate than in 
most of other countries and enters new millennium with one of highest rates of internet 
access in the world. Australia is a safe country and very welcoming. Australian education is 
globally accepted and adds value to students’ career life. Hence, I choose Australia as my 
study destination.
 
My research on other destinations and not selecting them:
USA (https://www.usa.gov/study-in-us): USA is well known for its education system but due to 
entry requirement of the tests such as ACT, SAT I, SAT II in most of the universities like Stanford 
University, University of Michigan, Yale University and so on, it makes it more time consuming 
just to get the admissions. Also the living cost is higher compared to Australia which makes it 
harder for international students to study and sustain their lifestyle while staying in the US.

UK (https://www.britishcouncil.in/study-uk): UK has best universities and we can take example 
of some of the finest universities such as University of oxford, Cambridge University, University 
of Manchester etc. But the unbound policies of government led to the loss of student’s tuition 
fee due to sudden shutdown of colleges. Australia compensates this issue by implementing 
TPS Act. This insures student’s security. Moreover, UK is facing some serious attacks that raise 
security concerns for the international students.

Canada (http://www.studying-in-canada.org/): In Canada, the weather is very freezing all year 
round and it will be very difficult to survive in such harsh weather conditions at least for me. 
Though the education in Canada is highly graded, studying at the university like University of 
Toronto, University of Waterloo etc in the cold climates would be difficult for me. Severe 
climatic condition of Canada is thus the major reason for not opting to study in Canada.

Why Not Home Country ?
Nepal is developing nation which is effected in the field of education from various aspects 
mainly politics and economics state. Currently there are few colleges providing courses of 
dental to the students all over the country. Some of the renowned colleges like Kantipur Dental 
college, people's Dental college and Hospital, colleges of Dental surgery, M.B. Kedia Dental 
College and so on for Dental. But I do not want to continue my studies in my own country due 
to limited opportunities to pursue higher degree courses in dental sectors. Widespread 
corruption and nepotism also compelled me to study abroad. The education system of Nepal 
is based more on theoretical education rather than practical one. Lack of technical 
equipments for teaching purpose also compelled me to study in abroad especially in 
Australia.
I have also chosen US, UK, Canada and others many European nations as my dream country 
for further education. But expensive living study cost and the immigration didn’t drag me to 
apply in such nations. The harsh climate of Canada discouraged me to apply for Canada. 
Although European nations like Germany and France has reputed study programmes but 
language barrier stopped me from choosing because students have to spend time to study 

language first than starting their courses straight. Australia climate, weather and cost of living 
and fee courses are much more attractive as those of their nations. Due to these factors I 
have chosen Australia for my further education. 
Reason on choosing Brisbane for study:

1. AFFORDABLE INVESTMENT
Brisbane is one of Australia’s most affordable places to study. The reasonable tuition fees 
provide students with value for money. Cost of living expenses are more affordable compared 
to other developed countries.

2. PERFECT WEATHER ALL YEAR ROUND
Brisbane has sunnier days per year than any other Australian capital city. Brisbane offers a 
comfortable sub-tropical climate with humid heat cooled by beautiful afternoon 
thunderstorms during summers, while winters rarely dip below 20°C. Spring and autumn are 
favourite seasons for residents, as it’s easy to enjoy the outdoors with temperatures hovering 
in the mid-to-late 20s.

3. EXCELLENT PUBLIC TRANSPORTATIONS
Brisbane has an integrated public transport system in which you’ll be able to get anywhere 
easily. It includes busses, trains and CityCat ferries and are different forms of efficient public 
transportation in Brisbane. Full-time tertiary students in Brisbane receive a 50% concession 
fare when they use any public transportation, which makes any trip more affordable.

4. CLOSE TO SOME OF THE BEST TRAVEL DESTINATIONS
Living in Brisbane puts you in prime position to explore some of Australia’s best destinations, 
both within the state of Queensland and beyond. Queensland has 5 of Australia’s 11 World 
Heritage sites and is home to many famous landmarks including the world famous Great 
Barrier Reef, Daintree Rainforest, countless islands from the Whitsunday’s to Fraser Island and 
more than 200 national parks. Gold Coast and Sunshine Coast are well known holiday 

destinations and they are just a drive away from Brisbane.
5. FEEL AT HOME
Brisbane is Australia’s most inclusive study destination, where there are many events and 
programs conducted exclusively for international students to escape the home sickness, such 
as the Australia’s largest city Orientation Day – the City Welcome Festival.

REASONS FOR CHOOSING TAFE (Technical and Further education) QUEENSLAND COLLEGE OF 
BRISBANE
With every inquiry from seminars to university agents, I concluded to go overseas for my 
further study. Though my deep research and counseling, the consular helped me to get 
information about different institutes focusing in dental and other health science courses. I 
compared the cost of the courses, city of living course content and reputation of the 
university; I came to make a decision on TAFE College Queensland of Brisbane. I have gone 
through different websites researched about the colleges having dental courses and with 
courses fees. After a thorough research I finally came to know about TAPE college of 
Queensland which is affordable and located in the Brisbane city with courses fees AUD 32000 
of 96 weeks which for me is relatively cheaper than other colleges. TAFE also provides a range 
of support services and facilities for all students. TAFE Queensland aim at all time to a positive 
and rewarding learning experience for all students. Besides all this facility offer by this college 
is more affordable for me. So I choose TAFE college of Queensland as my education provider.

WHY DIPLOMA IN DENTAL TECHNOLOGY?
Now talking about my program, Diploma Dental Technology is not an easy task. It requires a 
precise and very specific type of personality that is both strong in character and has 
considerable person.  As I am a dedicated, considerable person who always think about his 
future career and plans. So before starting Bachelor I want to study Diploma of Technology 
because Diploma is path to lead my destination.

I think studying through Diploma will help me to go with Australian Education with no trouble 

as it would be very difficult to cover up with new education system. If we compare the 
education system of Nepal and Australia they are far different from each other. In case of 
Australia the mode of education is technical and practical while in Nepal the mode of 
teaching is only vocational.

Diploma prepares students for industry, enterprise and para professional careers and teaches 
students tasks. It also teaches students about constructing and repairing dentures to design, 
manufacture, modify and repair dental appliances and prosthetics. Through the huge 
research of pages of colleges, this course content 21 core units and 4 elective units in some 
colleges while in some colleges. There are 20 core units and 5 elective units. That’s why all the 
core units and elective units are commonly mentioned below: 
Core units:
CHCCOM005 Communicate and work in health or community services
CHCDIV001 Work with diverse people
HLTAID003 Provide first aid
HLTDET001 Constructs models 
HLTDET002 Construct custom impression trays.
HLTDET003 Construct registration rings
HLTDET004 Articulate models and transfer records.
HLTDET005 Construct thermoformed bases and appliances.
HLTDET006 Construct immediate dentures.
HLTDET007 Construct removable acrylic partial dentures.
HLTDET008 Construct cast alloy removable partial denture framework.
HLTDET009 Construct crown and bridge structures.
HLTDET010 Join alloy structures
HLTDET011 Construct creamic and fixed restorations.
HLTDET012 Construct orthodontic appliances
HLTDET013 Construct oral splints
HLTDET014 Repair and modify dentures and appliances.

HLTDET015 Construct complete removable acrylic dentures and appliances
HLTDET016 Design digital dental restorations and appliances using computer-aided design 
(CAD).
HLTINF001  Comply with infection prevention and control policies and procedures.
HLTWHS003 Maintain work health and safety.
Elective units;
BSBADM311 Maintain business resources .
CHCDIV003 Manage and promote diversity.
BSBCU5031 Deliver and monitor a service to customers.
BSBLDR403 Lead team effectiveness.
BSBNGT402 Implement operational plan.
http://acte.edu.au/htt55115-diploma-of-dental-technology-crico-course-code-0917784/.
http://tafeq.eduau/hlt55115-diploma-dental-of-dental-technology-crico-course-code-091778
g/.
http://ransford.edu.eu.au/our-course/hlt5511s-diploma-of-dental-crico-course-code-096541kl.
Diploma of Dental Technology is also designed to build the skills needed for our further course 
that is Bachelor of Dental technology is that I need before joining bachelor of dental 
technology. I want myself to be powered up with exercise on my academics and English 
proficiency. I want my vision of knowledge to be broadened that would make me easy to start 
my bachelor of dental technology. Not only that I always look for best education. Now, I don’t 
want to compromise with my education. So , I am going to study diploma of dental technology 
at TAFE Queensland in Brisbane , Australia with I think will lead me effecifively to my bachelor 
course.

FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENT:
Regarding my finance all my expenses will be sponsored by my parents. My father has his own 
business with an annual earning of NRS ………………by 2017-2018 (17 sep). One of  the land( plot.no……) 
is given to the person named as Mr. ……………a permanent resident of same place as lease for the 
purposes of cottage industry from where my father get rents of NRS……….. annually. As well as 

my father have a tractor which earns NRS……….per.annum from its rents. Altogether with the 
annual income of NRS. ……………equivalents toAud ……………(1 AUD = Nrs. 82.03 as per current 
exchange rate of Nepal Rastra Bank). 
My parents are well aware of my expenses for the entire course and they are financially 
secure to sponsor me. My motivation to come back to Nepal is because of parents. So, I would 
not be having any problems regarding finance to cover my education. I am sure that there will 
be nothing that come in the way of education principally my finance while I am in Australia.
Through a far research I have tried my best to breakdown financial arrangement for my 
further studies in Australia. AUD 2000 ( as per DoHA)
Annual Tuition fee                 AUD 16400 ( as per offer letters)
Annual living cost                  AUD 20,290 ( as per DOHA)                                                                                     
Travelling cost (return airfare) AUD 1400 (as per  of DHOA)                           
Overseas students health cover (OSHC) AUD 1419 (As per OSHC of SCC )
Total  Expenses :  ………

FUTURE PLANS: 
As the proverb too says, “Time and tide waits for no one”. I have chosen this program myself 
and my first priority will be my study. In addition to this, those things which we do from our 
anxiety can get large success in our life. Secondly, money plays the vital role to move forward. 
Apart from my study, I’ll make an effort to complete this program After the completion of 
Diploma In Dental Technology from TAFE, I have further plan to join higher education to get my 
Bachelor of Dental Technology from Griffith University, Gold Coast, Australia where TAFE and 
Griffith University have credit precedents facility as a Credit for Prior Learning and Articulation 
system in Australia. So, I can get both Diploma to Degree qualifications in Australia to enhance 
my practical to research opportunities. I will return my home country with quality academic 
and work experiences and being real assets in the field of dental technology which helps me 
to start my professional career in dental sector. A degree from the reputed college and 
relevant experiences in Australia will help me to get good job in Nepal. I will be having 
immense career options in the field of dental. The advantage of this international degree will 

give me proficiency and the edge to seek further the employment cross border too and I am 
aware of the scenario that Gulf Countries and USA are the top destinations for sighting this 
professional occupation which benefits in the terms of monetary terms too but before this 
longer-term goal I wish to come to Nepal, and with the latest skills and enhanced 
professionalism, I will have the opportunity to work in both public and private sectors and with 
some years of experiences I will be able to open my own private Dentist Clinic. As Nepal is a 
developing country, there are wide ranges of employment opportunities available for dentists 
are Dental Departments of Government/ Army departments or private hospitals, health 
promotion departments, Medical Insurance firms and Researcher or advisor in 
Pharmaceuticals or dental care company which are involved in the back end policy making 
chore. If I acquire international certificate and degree with good performance, I will be 
provided with fine salary scale range from NRs. 70, 000 to 80,000 in any of the leading Dental 
Hospitals depending upon its nature and size whereas the local graduate has normal salary 
from NRs, 20,000.00 to 35,000 only. After good research of course, provider and destination, I 
am investing my time, effort and money for the intended course and I am confident enough 
that this investment will bring me back a better and happy life for long-term professional 
career. Having an international degree and working in my own motherland gives me more 
benefit like personality development, reputation and fame, wider popularity and easy 
adjustment in my own hometown.
My motivation to come back to Nepal is my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for 
me now it is my responsibility to look after them as I come back. I am greatly motivated and 
ambitious in pursuing my degree in Australia to improve my efficiency. My stay in Australia is 
temporary. I have planned to study in Australia only to develop my career through better 
educational matters along with gaining international experience.
 
My family members have always played a bridge between me and my study as I have always 
been supported, encouraged and motivated by my family members financially as well as 
emotionally. I hereby, declare that I am very much enthusiastic and motivated to learn in the 
diverse study area of Australia. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long 

period. Additionally, with my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is 
very important, as they had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have 
always supported and encouraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned 
for my career. This is an unremarkable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and 
love in their old ages being on their side. Today, where I am is due to my parents. After all, with 
this motto on me, with completion of my degree and some experience, I will return back to my 
country.

CONCLUSION:
Talking about the obligations for students under higher education visa subclass 500, I am well 
known and aware about it. Also I am well aware of the visa condition that I have to follow 
during my stay in Australia the conditions are mentioned below:
a. Maintaining 80% of attendance.
b. Mandatory to maintain 60% pass grade throughout their study period.
c. I have to pay their fee before due period.
d. Work permit of 40 hours per fortnight.
e. Maintaining the health insurance during my entire stay.
f. Attending the enrolled university or college for at least 6 months.

Informing the collage with in 7days if I change the address or contact details I assure the 
Australian government that will stay within the condition of via (sub class 500) during my stay 
in Australia and perform no such activity that is against the visa condition (such-clss 500).
I am also considering truthful that the combination of continuing desire for self-improvement 
increased learning combined with my insistence an approaching problem with both reason 
and practical application. I hope that will lead me in new paths with new ideas. So my dreams 
and career can only be successful if I get opportunity to study in TAFE. Queensland College 
which is the determination that I have made after a long research. I hope you would find my 
purpose for further study and I fit in your image of hardworking and discipline students 
throughout the study duration.

I also hope that that it will be great pleasure for me if I get opportunity to study diploma of 
dental technology at TAFE queens land college, Brisbane. The experience and hardworking in 
the diploma of dental technology will lead me to my further education that is Bachelor in 
Dental Technology in Australia. And also wish that the gaining of knowledge and staying in 
Australia will become the most exciting and precious part of my life. As I have a strong desire 
to study in Australia and raise up or aloft standard of Dental Technology of my own country 
Nepal.

Again and again I assure that I will follow all the Australian laws and will not break any student 
visa condition under temporary student’s visa rules. I want for your kind consideration for my 
visa application so that I will be able to move my steps towards my dreams and 
achievements. And I am sure that the standard education system of Australia will help me to 
catch up the path of progress for my best career. 

Thank you
Your sincerely,
…………………….
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Statement of Purpose (SOP)

It is my pleasure to provide my overall information including academic background, 
academic interests, career, vision, future, plans and means to accomplish such plans in form 
of this statement of purpose. Here, I have applied my best effort to clarify you the reasons of 
right co-relation of my past, present, and projected future.

Introduction and Academic Qualifications 
I delight to present Myself, ………….….son of Mr………….. and Mrs. ……………with permanent resident of 
……………………………… Nepal. I am applying diploma in dental technology at TAFE college of 
Queensland in Brisbane, Australia.
According to my qualification, I have passed my school leaving certificate from Himal 
Academy, Dang with grade point 3.40 in the year 2016 A.D. From my school days, I was very 
much interested in biology and its fields. Therefore, in my higher secondary level, I choose 
science faculty (biology as a major) and passed my higher secondary level from Golden Gate 
International Secondary School Kathmandu securing CGPA 3.03 in the year 2018.
After completion of my + 2 exam, I decided to choose dental as my career and I searched 
some colleges in Nepal but except 1-2 colleges, I didn't find any colleges which have better 
practical learning with theoretical knowledge. Without wasting time, I met with one of my elder 
brother who also applied for the foreign country for his further study and he advised me the 
same. Then I did search about the countries, universities, courses fees and living expenses and 
got to know about the English requirement and then I started the preparation for IELTS and 
gave IELTS Exam in 02/08/2018 and scored 6.0 in overall which opened the door for my 
international education abroad.

Reason for choosing Australia over other countries:

Australia is a safe, multicultural, friendly and harmonious society. Despites many other 
countries, I choose Australia because Australian education system is highly recognized 

around the world and most importantly much valued in Nepal. Moreover, the multicultural 
nature of Australian society means international students are readily accepted by other 
students, and teachers are experienced in teaching students from many countries. Australian 
government evaluates all universities in the country yearly to make sure they are maintaining 
their high standards. And the presence of many universities in Australia in the top 100 of the 
world rankings speaks highly of the government’s efforts to get students to study in Australia. 
That is more than enough for me to select Australia as a destination for study because even if 
a particular university is not ranked among the world’s best, there is a guarantee that it would 
strive to do and never compromise on the quality of education.
 
The rules, regulations and policies of the Australian government are very much supportive to 
the international student like ESOS (Education Services for Overseas Student) act, TPS (Tuition 
Protection Service) etc. After completing the course of study the student can work as much as 
he/she could to implement the acquired knowledge in the practical life and while studying 
students are allowed to work up to 20 hours per week while none of the other countries 
provide such opportunities and facilities for the students.

Furthermore, Australia has a reputation for adopting new technologies at a faster rate than in 
most of other countries and enters new millennium with one of highest rates of internet 
access in the world. Australia is a safe country and very welcoming. Australian education is 
globally accepted and adds value to students’ career life. Hence, I choose Australia as my 
study destination.
 
My research on other destinations and not selecting them:
USA (https://www.usa.gov/study-in-us): USA is well known for its education system but due to 
entry requirement of the tests such as ACT, SAT I, SAT II in most of the universities like Stanford 
University, University of Michigan, Yale University and so on, it makes it more time consuming 
just to get the admissions. Also the living cost is higher compared to Australia which makes it 
harder for international students to study and sustain their lifestyle while staying in the US.

UK (https://www.britishcouncil.in/study-uk): UK has best universities and we can take example 
of some of the finest universities such as University of oxford, Cambridge University, University 
of Manchester etc. But the unbound policies of government led to the loss of student’s tuition 
fee due to sudden shutdown of colleges. Australia compensates this issue by implementing 
TPS Act. This insures student’s security. Moreover, UK is facing some serious attacks that raise 
security concerns for the international students.

Canada (http://www.studying-in-canada.org/): In Canada, the weather is very freezing all year 
round and it will be very difficult to survive in such harsh weather conditions at least for me. 
Though the education in Canada is highly graded, studying at the university like University of 
Toronto, University of Waterloo etc in the cold climates would be difficult for me. Severe 
climatic condition of Canada is thus the major reason for not opting to study in Canada.

Why Not Home Country ?
Nepal is developing nation which is effected in the field of education from various aspects 
mainly politics and economics state. Currently there are few colleges providing courses of 
dental to the students all over the country. Some of the renowned colleges like Kantipur Dental 
college, people's Dental college and Hospital, colleges of Dental surgery, M.B. Kedia Dental 
College and so on for Dental. But I do not want to continue my studies in my own country due 
to limited opportunities to pursue higher degree courses in dental sectors. Widespread 
corruption and nepotism also compelled me to study abroad. The education system of Nepal 
is based more on theoretical education rather than practical one. Lack of technical 
equipments for teaching purpose also compelled me to study in abroad especially in 
Australia.
I have also chosen US, UK, Canada and others many European nations as my dream country 
for further education. But expensive living study cost and the immigration didn’t drag me to 
apply in such nations. The harsh climate of Canada discouraged me to apply for Canada. 
Although European nations like Germany and France has reputed study programmes but 
language barrier stopped me from choosing because students have to spend time to study 

language first than starting their courses straight. Australia climate, weather and cost of living 
and fee courses are much more attractive as those of their nations. Due to these factors I 
have chosen Australia for my further education. 
Reason on choosing Brisbane for study:

1. AFFORDABLE INVESTMENT
Brisbane is one of Australia’s most affordable places to study. The reasonable tuition fees 
provide students with value for money. Cost of living expenses are more affordable compared 
to other developed countries.

2. PERFECT WEATHER ALL YEAR ROUND
Brisbane has sunnier days per year than any other Australian capital city. Brisbane offers a 
comfortable sub-tropical climate with humid heat cooled by beautiful afternoon 
thunderstorms during summers, while winters rarely dip below 20°C. Spring and autumn are 
favourite seasons for residents, as it’s easy to enjoy the outdoors with temperatures hovering 
in the mid-to-late 20s.

3. EXCELLENT PUBLIC TRANSPORTATIONS
Brisbane has an integrated public transport system in which you’ll be able to get anywhere 
easily. It includes busses, trains and CityCat ferries and are different forms of efficient public 
transportation in Brisbane. Full-time tertiary students in Brisbane receive a 50% concession 
fare when they use any public transportation, which makes any trip more affordable.

4. CLOSE TO SOME OF THE BEST TRAVEL DESTINATIONS
Living in Brisbane puts you in prime position to explore some of Australia’s best destinations, 
both within the state of Queensland and beyond. Queensland has 5 of Australia’s 11 World 
Heritage sites and is home to many famous landmarks including the world famous Great 
Barrier Reef, Daintree Rainforest, countless islands from the Whitsunday’s to Fraser Island and 
more than 200 national parks. Gold Coast and Sunshine Coast are well known holiday 

destinations and they are just a drive away from Brisbane.
5. FEEL AT HOME
Brisbane is Australia’s most inclusive study destination, where there are many events and 
programs conducted exclusively for international students to escape the home sickness, such 
as the Australia’s largest city Orientation Day – the City Welcome Festival.

REASONS FOR CHOOSING TAFE (Technical and Further education) QUEENSLAND COLLEGE OF 
BRISBANE
With every inquiry from seminars to university agents, I concluded to go overseas for my 
further study. Though my deep research and counseling, the consular helped me to get 
information about different institutes focusing in dental and other health science courses. I 
compared the cost of the courses, city of living course content and reputation of the 
university; I came to make a decision on TAFE College Queensland of Brisbane. I have gone 
through different websites researched about the colleges having dental courses and with 
courses fees. After a thorough research I finally came to know about TAPE college of 
Queensland which is affordable and located in the Brisbane city with courses fees AUD 32000 
of 96 weeks which for me is relatively cheaper than other colleges. TAFE also provides a range 
of support services and facilities for all students. TAFE Queensland aim at all time to a positive 
and rewarding learning experience for all students. Besides all this facility offer by this college 
is more affordable for me. So I choose TAFE college of Queensland as my education provider.

WHY DIPLOMA IN DENTAL TECHNOLOGY?
Now talking about my program, Diploma Dental Technology is not an easy task. It requires a 
precise and very specific type of personality that is both strong in character and has 
considerable person.  As I am a dedicated, considerable person who always think about his 
future career and plans. So before starting Bachelor I want to study Diploma of Technology 
because Diploma is path to lead my destination.

I think studying through Diploma will help me to go with Australian Education with no trouble 

as it would be very difficult to cover up with new education system. If we compare the 
education system of Nepal and Australia they are far different from each other. In case of 
Australia the mode of education is technical and practical while in Nepal the mode of 
teaching is only vocational.

Diploma prepares students for industry, enterprise and para professional careers and teaches 
students tasks. It also teaches students about constructing and repairing dentures to design, 
manufacture, modify and repair dental appliances and prosthetics. Through the huge 
research of pages of colleges, this course content 21 core units and 4 elective units in some 
colleges while in some colleges. There are 20 core units and 5 elective units. That’s why all the 
core units and elective units are commonly mentioned below: 
Core units:
CHCCOM005 Communicate and work in health or community services
CHCDIV001 Work with diverse people
HLTAID003 Provide first aid
HLTDET001 Constructs models 
HLTDET002 Construct custom impression trays.
HLTDET003 Construct registration rings
HLTDET004 Articulate models and transfer records.
HLTDET005 Construct thermoformed bases and appliances.
HLTDET006 Construct immediate dentures.
HLTDET007 Construct removable acrylic partial dentures.
HLTDET008 Construct cast alloy removable partial denture framework.
HLTDET009 Construct crown and bridge structures.
HLTDET010 Join alloy structures
HLTDET011 Construct creamic and fixed restorations.
HLTDET012 Construct orthodontic appliances
HLTDET013 Construct oral splints
HLTDET014 Repair and modify dentures and appliances.

HLTDET015 Construct complete removable acrylic dentures and appliances
HLTDET016 Design digital dental restorations and appliances using computer-aided design 
(CAD).
HLTINF001  Comply with infection prevention and control policies and procedures.
HLTWHS003 Maintain work health and safety.
Elective units;
BSBADM311 Maintain business resources .
CHCDIV003 Manage and promote diversity.
BSBCU5031 Deliver and monitor a service to customers.
BSBLDR403 Lead team effectiveness.
BSBNGT402 Implement operational plan.
http://acte.edu.au/htt55115-diploma-of-dental-technology-crico-course-code-0917784/.
http://tafeq.eduau/hlt55115-diploma-dental-of-dental-technology-crico-course-code-091778
g/.
http://ransford.edu.eu.au/our-course/hlt5511s-diploma-of-dental-crico-course-code-096541kl.
Diploma of Dental Technology is also designed to build the skills needed for our further course 
that is Bachelor of Dental technology is that I need before joining bachelor of dental 
technology. I want myself to be powered up with exercise on my academics and English 
proficiency. I want my vision of knowledge to be broadened that would make me easy to start 
my bachelor of dental technology. Not only that I always look for best education. Now, I don’t 
want to compromise with my education. So , I am going to study diploma of dental technology 
at TAFE Queensland in Brisbane , Australia with I think will lead me effecifively to my bachelor 
course.

FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENT:
Regarding my finance all my expenses will be sponsored by my parents. My father has his own 
business with an annual earning of NRS ………………by 2017-2018 (17 sep). One of  the land( plot.no……) 
is given to the person named as Mr. ……………a permanent resident of same place as lease for the 
purposes of cottage industry from where my father get rents of NRS……….. annually. As well as 

my father have a tractor which earns NRS……….per.annum from its rents. Altogether with the 
annual income of NRS. ……………equivalents toAud ……………(1 AUD = Nrs. 82.03 as per current 
exchange rate of Nepal Rastra Bank). 
My parents are well aware of my expenses for the entire course and they are financially 
secure to sponsor me. My motivation to come back to Nepal is because of parents. So, I would 
not be having any problems regarding finance to cover my education. I am sure that there will 
be nothing that come in the way of education principally my finance while I am in Australia.
Through a far research I have tried my best to breakdown financial arrangement for my 
further studies in Australia. AUD 2000 ( as per DoHA)
Annual Tuition fee                 AUD 16400 ( as per offer letters)
Annual living cost                  AUD 20,290 ( as per DOHA)                                                                                     
Travelling cost (return airfare) AUD 1400 (as per  of DHOA)                           
Overseas students health cover (OSHC) AUD 1419 (As per OSHC of SCC )
Total  Expenses :  ………

FUTURE PLANS: 
As the proverb too says, “Time and tide waits for no one”. I have chosen this program myself 
and my first priority will be my study. In addition to this, those things which we do from our 
anxiety can get large success in our life. Secondly, money plays the vital role to move forward. 
Apart from my study, I’ll make an effort to complete this program After the completion of 
Diploma In Dental Technology from TAFE, I have further plan to join higher education to get my 
Bachelor of Dental Technology from Griffith University, Gold Coast, Australia where TAFE and 
Griffith University have credit precedents facility as a Credit for Prior Learning and Articulation 
system in Australia. So, I can get both Diploma to Degree qualifications in Australia to enhance 
my practical to research opportunities. I will return my home country with quality academic 
and work experiences and being real assets in the field of dental technology which helps me 
to start my professional career in dental sector. A degree from the reputed college and 
relevant experiences in Australia will help me to get good job in Nepal. I will be having 
immense career options in the field of dental. The advantage of this international degree will 

give me proficiency and the edge to seek further the employment cross border too and I am 
aware of the scenario that Gulf Countries and USA are the top destinations for sighting this 
professional occupation which benefits in the terms of monetary terms too but before this 
longer-term goal I wish to come to Nepal, and with the latest skills and enhanced 
professionalism, I will have the opportunity to work in both public and private sectors and with 
some years of experiences I will be able to open my own private Dentist Clinic. As Nepal is a 
developing country, there are wide ranges of employment opportunities available for dentists 
are Dental Departments of Government/ Army departments or private hospitals, health 
promotion departments, Medical Insurance firms and Researcher or advisor in 
Pharmaceuticals or dental care company which are involved in the back end policy making 
chore. If I acquire international certificate and degree with good performance, I will be 
provided with fine salary scale range from NRs. 70, 000 to 80,000 in any of the leading Dental 
Hospitals depending upon its nature and size whereas the local graduate has normal salary 
from NRs, 20,000.00 to 35,000 only. After good research of course, provider and destination, I 
am investing my time, effort and money for the intended course and I am confident enough 
that this investment will bring me back a better and happy life for long-term professional 
career. Having an international degree and working in my own motherland gives me more 
benefit like personality development, reputation and fame, wider popularity and easy 
adjustment in my own hometown.
My motivation to come back to Nepal is my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for 
me now it is my responsibility to look after them as I come back. I am greatly motivated and 
ambitious in pursuing my degree in Australia to improve my efficiency. My stay in Australia is 
temporary. I have planned to study in Australia only to develop my career through better 
educational matters along with gaining international experience.
 
My family members have always played a bridge between me and my study as I have always 
been supported, encouraged and motivated by my family members financially as well as 
emotionally. I hereby, declare that I am very much enthusiastic and motivated to learn in the 
diverse study area of Australia. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long 

period. Additionally, with my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is 
very important, as they had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have 
always supported and encouraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned 
for my career. This is an unremarkable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and 
love in their old ages being on their side. Today, where I am is due to my parents. After all, with 
this motto on me, with completion of my degree and some experience, I will return back to my 
country.

CONCLUSION:
Talking about the obligations for students under higher education visa subclass 500, I am well 
known and aware about it. Also I am well aware of the visa condition that I have to follow 
during my stay in Australia the conditions are mentioned below:
a. Maintaining 80% of attendance.
b. Mandatory to maintain 60% pass grade throughout their study period.
c. I have to pay their fee before due period.
d. Work permit of 40 hours per fortnight.
e. Maintaining the health insurance during my entire stay.
f. Attending the enrolled university or college for at least 6 months.

Informing the collage with in 7days if I change the address or contact details I assure the 
Australian government that will stay within the condition of via (sub class 500) during my stay 
in Australia and perform no such activity that is against the visa condition (such-clss 500).
I am also considering truthful that the combination of continuing desire for self-improvement 
increased learning combined with my insistence an approaching problem with both reason 
and practical application. I hope that will lead me in new paths with new ideas. So my dreams 
and career can only be successful if I get opportunity to study in TAFE. Queensland College 
which is the determination that I have made after a long research. I hope you would find my 
purpose for further study and I fit in your image of hardworking and discipline students 
throughout the study duration.

I also hope that that it will be great pleasure for me if I get opportunity to study diploma of 
dental technology at TAFE queens land college, Brisbane. The experience and hardworking in 
the diploma of dental technology will lead me to my further education that is Bachelor in 
Dental Technology in Australia. And also wish that the gaining of knowledge and staying in 
Australia will become the most exciting and precious part of my life. As I have a strong desire 
to study in Australia and raise up or aloft standard of Dental Technology of my own country 
Nepal.

Again and again I assure that I will follow all the Australian laws and will not break any student 
visa condition under temporary student’s visa rules. I want for your kind consideration for my 
visa application so that I will be able to move my steps towards my dreams and 
achievements. And I am sure that the standard education system of Australia will help me to 
catch up the path of progress for my best career. 

Thank you
Your sincerely,
…………………….
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Statement of Purpose (SOP)

It is my pleasure to provide my overall information including academic background, 
academic interests, career, vision, future, plans and means to accomplish such plans in form 
of this statement of purpose. Here, I have applied my best effort to clarify you the reasons of 
right co-relation of my past, present, and projected future.

Introduction and Academic Qualifications 
I delight to present Myself, ………….….son of Mr………….. and Mrs. ……………with permanent resident of 
……………………………… Nepal. I am applying diploma in dental technology at TAFE college of 
Queensland in Brisbane, Australia.
According to my qualification, I have passed my school leaving certificate from Himal 
Academy, Dang with grade point 3.40 in the year 2016 A.D. From my school days, I was very 
much interested in biology and its fields. Therefore, in my higher secondary level, I choose 
science faculty (biology as a major) and passed my higher secondary level from Golden Gate 
International Secondary School Kathmandu securing CGPA 3.03 in the year 2018.
After completion of my + 2 exam, I decided to choose dental as my career and I searched 
some colleges in Nepal but except 1-2 colleges, I didn't find any colleges which have better 
practical learning with theoretical knowledge. Without wasting time, I met with one of my elder 
brother who also applied for the foreign country for his further study and he advised me the 
same. Then I did search about the countries, universities, courses fees and living expenses and 
got to know about the English requirement and then I started the preparation for IELTS and 
gave IELTS Exam in 02/08/2018 and scored 6.0 in overall which opened the door for my 
international education abroad.

Reason for choosing Australia over other countries:

Australia is a safe, multicultural, friendly and harmonious society. Despites many other 
countries, I choose Australia because Australian education system is highly recognized 

around the world and most importantly much valued in Nepal. Moreover, the multicultural 
nature of Australian society means international students are readily accepted by other 
students, and teachers are experienced in teaching students from many countries. Australian 
government evaluates all universities in the country yearly to make sure they are maintaining 
their high standards. And the presence of many universities in Australia in the top 100 of the 
world rankings speaks highly of the government’s efforts to get students to study in Australia. 
That is more than enough for me to select Australia as a destination for study because even if 
a particular university is not ranked among the world’s best, there is a guarantee that it would 
strive to do and never compromise on the quality of education.
 
The rules, regulations and policies of the Australian government are very much supportive to 
the international student like ESOS (Education Services for Overseas Student) act, TPS (Tuition 
Protection Service) etc. After completing the course of study the student can work as much as 
he/she could to implement the acquired knowledge in the practical life and while studying 
students are allowed to work up to 20 hours per week while none of the other countries 
provide such opportunities and facilities for the students.

Furthermore, Australia has a reputation for adopting new technologies at a faster rate than in 
most of other countries and enters new millennium with one of highest rates of internet 
access in the world. Australia is a safe country and very welcoming. Australian education is 
globally accepted and adds value to students’ career life. Hence, I choose Australia as my 
study destination.
 
My research on other destinations and not selecting them:
USA (https://www.usa.gov/study-in-us): USA is well known for its education system but due to 
entry requirement of the tests such as ACT, SAT I, SAT II in most of the universities like Stanford 
University, University of Michigan, Yale University and so on, it makes it more time consuming 
just to get the admissions. Also the living cost is higher compared to Australia which makes it 
harder for international students to study and sustain their lifestyle while staying in the US.

UK (https://www.britishcouncil.in/study-uk): UK has best universities and we can take example 
of some of the finest universities such as University of oxford, Cambridge University, University 
of Manchester etc. But the unbound policies of government led to the loss of student’s tuition 
fee due to sudden shutdown of colleges. Australia compensates this issue by implementing 
TPS Act. This insures student’s security. Moreover, UK is facing some serious attacks that raise 
security concerns for the international students.

Canada (http://www.studying-in-canada.org/): In Canada, the weather is very freezing all year 
round and it will be very difficult to survive in such harsh weather conditions at least for me. 
Though the education in Canada is highly graded, studying at the university like University of 
Toronto, University of Waterloo etc in the cold climates would be difficult for me. Severe 
climatic condition of Canada is thus the major reason for not opting to study in Canada.

Why Not Home Country ?
Nepal is developing nation which is effected in the field of education from various aspects 
mainly politics and economics state. Currently there are few colleges providing courses of 
dental to the students all over the country. Some of the renowned colleges like Kantipur Dental 
college, people's Dental college and Hospital, colleges of Dental surgery, M.B. Kedia Dental 
College and so on for Dental. But I do not want to continue my studies in my own country due 
to limited opportunities to pursue higher degree courses in dental sectors. Widespread 
corruption and nepotism also compelled me to study abroad. The education system of Nepal 
is based more on theoretical education rather than practical one. Lack of technical 
equipments for teaching purpose also compelled me to study in abroad especially in 
Australia.
I have also chosen US, UK, Canada and others many European nations as my dream country 
for further education. But expensive living study cost and the immigration didn’t drag me to 
apply in such nations. The harsh climate of Canada discouraged me to apply for Canada. 
Although European nations like Germany and France has reputed study programmes but 
language barrier stopped me from choosing because students have to spend time to study 

language first than starting their courses straight. Australia climate, weather and cost of living 
and fee courses are much more attractive as those of their nations. Due to these factors I 
have chosen Australia for my further education. 
Reason on choosing Brisbane for study:

1. AFFORDABLE INVESTMENT
Brisbane is one of Australia’s most affordable places to study. The reasonable tuition fees 
provide students with value for money. Cost of living expenses are more affordable compared 
to other developed countries.

2. PERFECT WEATHER ALL YEAR ROUND
Brisbane has sunnier days per year than any other Australian capital city. Brisbane offers a 
comfortable sub-tropical climate with humid heat cooled by beautiful afternoon 
thunderstorms during summers, while winters rarely dip below 20°C. Spring and autumn are 
favourite seasons for residents, as it’s easy to enjoy the outdoors with temperatures hovering 
in the mid-to-late 20s.

3. EXCELLENT PUBLIC TRANSPORTATIONS
Brisbane has an integrated public transport system in which you’ll be able to get anywhere 
easily. It includes busses, trains and CityCat ferries and are different forms of efficient public 
transportation in Brisbane. Full-time tertiary students in Brisbane receive a 50% concession 
fare when they use any public transportation, which makes any trip more affordable.

4. CLOSE TO SOME OF THE BEST TRAVEL DESTINATIONS
Living in Brisbane puts you in prime position to explore some of Australia’s best destinations, 
both within the state of Queensland and beyond. Queensland has 5 of Australia’s 11 World 
Heritage sites and is home to many famous landmarks including the world famous Great 
Barrier Reef, Daintree Rainforest, countless islands from the Whitsunday’s to Fraser Island and 
more than 200 national parks. Gold Coast and Sunshine Coast are well known holiday 

destinations and they are just a drive away from Brisbane.
5. FEEL AT HOME
Brisbane is Australia’s most inclusive study destination, where there are many events and 
programs conducted exclusively for international students to escape the home sickness, such 
as the Australia’s largest city Orientation Day – the City Welcome Festival.

REASONS FOR CHOOSING TAFE (Technical and Further education) QUEENSLAND COLLEGE OF 
BRISBANE
With every inquiry from seminars to university agents, I concluded to go overseas for my 
further study. Though my deep research and counseling, the consular helped me to get 
information about different institutes focusing in dental and other health science courses. I 
compared the cost of the courses, city of living course content and reputation of the 
university; I came to make a decision on TAFE College Queensland of Brisbane. I have gone 
through different websites researched about the colleges having dental courses and with 
courses fees. After a thorough research I finally came to know about TAPE college of 
Queensland which is affordable and located in the Brisbane city with courses fees AUD 32000 
of 96 weeks which for me is relatively cheaper than other colleges. TAFE also provides a range 
of support services and facilities for all students. TAFE Queensland aim at all time to a positive 
and rewarding learning experience for all students. Besides all this facility offer by this college 
is more affordable for me. So I choose TAFE college of Queensland as my education provider.

WHY DIPLOMA IN DENTAL TECHNOLOGY?
Now talking about my program, Diploma Dental Technology is not an easy task. It requires a 
precise and very specific type of personality that is both strong in character and has 
considerable person.  As I am a dedicated, considerable person who always think about his 
future career and plans. So before starting Bachelor I want to study Diploma of Technology 
because Diploma is path to lead my destination.

I think studying through Diploma will help me to go with Australian Education with no trouble 

as it would be very difficult to cover up with new education system. If we compare the 
education system of Nepal and Australia they are far different from each other. In case of 
Australia the mode of education is technical and practical while in Nepal the mode of 
teaching is only vocational.

Diploma prepares students for industry, enterprise and para professional careers and teaches 
students tasks. It also teaches students about constructing and repairing dentures to design, 
manufacture, modify and repair dental appliances and prosthetics. Through the huge 
research of pages of colleges, this course content 21 core units and 4 elective units in some 
colleges while in some colleges. There are 20 core units and 5 elective units. That’s why all the 
core units and elective units are commonly mentioned below: 
Core units:
CHCCOM005 Communicate and work in health or community services
CHCDIV001 Work with diverse people
HLTAID003 Provide first aid
HLTDET001 Constructs models 
HLTDET002 Construct custom impression trays.
HLTDET003 Construct registration rings
HLTDET004 Articulate models and transfer records.
HLTDET005 Construct thermoformed bases and appliances.
HLTDET006 Construct immediate dentures.
HLTDET007 Construct removable acrylic partial dentures.
HLTDET008 Construct cast alloy removable partial denture framework.
HLTDET009 Construct crown and bridge structures.
HLTDET010 Join alloy structures
HLTDET011 Construct creamic and fixed restorations.
HLTDET012 Construct orthodontic appliances
HLTDET013 Construct oral splints
HLTDET014 Repair and modify dentures and appliances.

HLTDET015 Construct complete removable acrylic dentures and appliances
HLTDET016 Design digital dental restorations and appliances using computer-aided design 
(CAD).
HLTINF001  Comply with infection prevention and control policies and procedures.
HLTWHS003 Maintain work health and safety.
Elective units;
BSBADM311 Maintain business resources .
CHCDIV003 Manage and promote diversity.
BSBCU5031 Deliver and monitor a service to customers.
BSBLDR403 Lead team effectiveness.
BSBNGT402 Implement operational plan.
http://acte.edu.au/htt55115-diploma-of-dental-technology-crico-course-code-0917784/.
http://tafeq.eduau/hlt55115-diploma-dental-of-dental-technology-crico-course-code-091778
g/.
http://ransford.edu.eu.au/our-course/hlt5511s-diploma-of-dental-crico-course-code-096541kl.
Diploma of Dental Technology is also designed to build the skills needed for our further course 
that is Bachelor of Dental technology is that I need before joining bachelor of dental 
technology. I want myself to be powered up with exercise on my academics and English 
proficiency. I want my vision of knowledge to be broadened that would make me easy to start 
my bachelor of dental technology. Not only that I always look for best education. Now, I don’t 
want to compromise with my education. So , I am going to study diploma of dental technology 
at TAFE Queensland in Brisbane , Australia with I think will lead me effecifively to my bachelor 
course.

FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENT:
Regarding my finance all my expenses will be sponsored by my parents. My father has his own 
business with an annual earning of NRS ………………by 2017-2018 (17 sep). One of  the land( plot.no……) 
is given to the person named as Mr. ……………a permanent resident of same place as lease for the 
purposes of cottage industry from where my father get rents of NRS……….. annually. As well as 

my father have a tractor which earns NRS……….per.annum from its rents. Altogether with the 
annual income of NRS. ……………equivalents toAud ……………(1 AUD = Nrs. 82.03 as per current 
exchange rate of Nepal Rastra Bank). 
My parents are well aware of my expenses for the entire course and they are financially 
secure to sponsor me. My motivation to come back to Nepal is because of parents. So, I would 
not be having any problems regarding finance to cover my education. I am sure that there will 
be nothing that come in the way of education principally my finance while I am in Australia.
Through a far research I have tried my best to breakdown financial arrangement for my 
further studies in Australia. AUD 2000 ( as per DoHA)
Annual Tuition fee                 AUD 16400 ( as per offer letters)
Annual living cost                  AUD 20,290 ( as per DOHA)                                                                                     
Travelling cost (return airfare) AUD 1400 (as per  of DHOA)                           
Overseas students health cover (OSHC) AUD 1419 (As per OSHC of SCC )
Total  Expenses :  ………

FUTURE PLANS: 
As the proverb too says, “Time and tide waits for no one”. I have chosen this program myself 
and my first priority will be my study. In addition to this, those things which we do from our 
anxiety can get large success in our life. Secondly, money plays the vital role to move forward. 
Apart from my study, I’ll make an effort to complete this program After the completion of 
Diploma In Dental Technology from TAFE, I have further plan to join higher education to get my 
Bachelor of Dental Technology from Griffith University, Gold Coast, Australia where TAFE and 
Griffith University have credit precedents facility as a Credit for Prior Learning and Articulation 
system in Australia. So, I can get both Diploma to Degree qualifications in Australia to enhance 
my practical to research opportunities. I will return my home country with quality academic 
and work experiences and being real assets in the field of dental technology which helps me 
to start my professional career in dental sector. A degree from the reputed college and 
relevant experiences in Australia will help me to get good job in Nepal. I will be having 
immense career options in the field of dental. The advantage of this international degree will 

give me proficiency and the edge to seek further the employment cross border too and I am 
aware of the scenario that Gulf Countries and USA are the top destinations for sighting this 
professional occupation which benefits in the terms of monetary terms too but before this 
longer-term goal I wish to come to Nepal, and with the latest skills and enhanced 
professionalism, I will have the opportunity to work in both public and private sectors and with 
some years of experiences I will be able to open my own private Dentist Clinic. As Nepal is a 
developing country, there are wide ranges of employment opportunities available for dentists 
are Dental Departments of Government/ Army departments or private hospitals, health 
promotion departments, Medical Insurance firms and Researcher or advisor in 
Pharmaceuticals or dental care company which are involved in the back end policy making 
chore. If I acquire international certificate and degree with good performance, I will be 
provided with fine salary scale range from NRs. 70, 000 to 80,000 in any of the leading Dental 
Hospitals depending upon its nature and size whereas the local graduate has normal salary 
from NRs, 20,000.00 to 35,000 only. After good research of course, provider and destination, I 
am investing my time, effort and money for the intended course and I am confident enough 
that this investment will bring me back a better and happy life for long-term professional 
career. Having an international degree and working in my own motherland gives me more 
benefit like personality development, reputation and fame, wider popularity and easy 
adjustment in my own hometown.
My motivation to come back to Nepal is my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for 
me now it is my responsibility to look after them as I come back. I am greatly motivated and 
ambitious in pursuing my degree in Australia to improve my efficiency. My stay in Australia is 
temporary. I have planned to study in Australia only to develop my career through better 
educational matters along with gaining international experience.
 
My family members have always played a bridge between me and my study as I have always 
been supported, encouraged and motivated by my family members financially as well as 
emotionally. I hereby, declare that I am very much enthusiastic and motivated to learn in the 
diverse study area of Australia. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long 

period. Additionally, with my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is 
very important, as they had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have 
always supported and encouraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned 
for my career. This is an unremarkable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and 
love in their old ages being on their side. Today, where I am is due to my parents. After all, with 
this motto on me, with completion of my degree and some experience, I will return back to my 
country.

CONCLUSION:
Talking about the obligations for students under higher education visa subclass 500, I am well 
known and aware about it. Also I am well aware of the visa condition that I have to follow 
during my stay in Australia the conditions are mentioned below:
a. Maintaining 80% of attendance.
b. Mandatory to maintain 60% pass grade throughout their study period.
c. I have to pay their fee before due period.
d. Work permit of 40 hours per fortnight.
e. Maintaining the health insurance during my entire stay.
f. Attending the enrolled university or college for at least 6 months.

Informing the collage with in 7days if I change the address or contact details I assure the 
Australian government that will stay within the condition of via (sub class 500) during my stay 
in Australia and perform no such activity that is against the visa condition (such-clss 500).
I am also considering truthful that the combination of continuing desire for self-improvement 
increased learning combined with my insistence an approaching problem with both reason 
and practical application. I hope that will lead me in new paths with new ideas. So my dreams 
and career can only be successful if I get opportunity to study in TAFE. Queensland College 
which is the determination that I have made after a long research. I hope you would find my 
purpose for further study and I fit in your image of hardworking and discipline students 
throughout the study duration.

I also hope that that it will be great pleasure for me if I get opportunity to study diploma of 
dental technology at TAFE queens land college, Brisbane. The experience and hardworking in 
the diploma of dental technology will lead me to my further education that is Bachelor in 
Dental Technology in Australia. And also wish that the gaining of knowledge and staying in 
Australia will become the most exciting and precious part of my life. As I have a strong desire 
to study in Australia and raise up or aloft standard of Dental Technology of my own country 
Nepal.

Again and again I assure that I will follow all the Australian laws and will not break any student 
visa condition under temporary student’s visa rules. I want for your kind consideration for my 
visa application so that I will be able to move my steps towards my dreams and 
achievements. And I am sure that the standard education system of Australia will help me to 
catch up the path of progress for my best career. 

Thank you
Your sincerely,
…………………….
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Statement of Purpose (SOP)

It is my pleasure to provide my overall information including academic background, 
academic interests, career, vision, future, plans and means to accomplish such plans in form 
of this statement of purpose. Here, I have applied my best effort to clarify you the reasons of 
right co-relation of my past, present, and projected future.

Introduction and Academic Qualifications 
I delight to present Myself, ………….….son of Mr………….. and Mrs. ……………with permanent resident of 
……………………………… Nepal. I am applying diploma in dental technology at TAFE college of 
Queensland in Brisbane, Australia.
According to my qualification, I have passed my school leaving certificate from Himal 
Academy, Dang with grade point 3.40 in the year 2016 A.D. From my school days, I was very 
much interested in biology and its fields. Therefore, in my higher secondary level, I choose 
science faculty (biology as a major) and passed my higher secondary level from Golden Gate 
International Secondary School Kathmandu securing CGPA 3.03 in the year 2018.
After completion of my + 2 exam, I decided to choose dental as my career and I searched 
some colleges in Nepal but except 1-2 colleges, I didn't find any colleges which have better 
practical learning with theoretical knowledge. Without wasting time, I met with one of my elder 
brother who also applied for the foreign country for his further study and he advised me the 
same. Then I did search about the countries, universities, courses fees and living expenses and 
got to know about the English requirement and then I started the preparation for IELTS and 
gave IELTS Exam in 02/08/2018 and scored 6.0 in overall which opened the door for my 
international education abroad.

Reason for choosing Australia over other countries:

Australia is a safe, multicultural, friendly and harmonious society. Despites many other 
countries, I choose Australia because Australian education system is highly recognized 

around the world and most importantly much valued in Nepal. Moreover, the multicultural 
nature of Australian society means international students are readily accepted by other 
students, and teachers are experienced in teaching students from many countries. Australian 
government evaluates all universities in the country yearly to make sure they are maintaining 
their high standards. And the presence of many universities in Australia in the top 100 of the 
world rankings speaks highly of the government’s efforts to get students to study in Australia. 
That is more than enough for me to select Australia as a destination for study because even if 
a particular university is not ranked among the world’s best, there is a guarantee that it would 
strive to do and never compromise on the quality of education.
 
The rules, regulations and policies of the Australian government are very much supportive to 
the international student like ESOS (Education Services for Overseas Student) act, TPS (Tuition 
Protection Service) etc. After completing the course of study the student can work as much as 
he/she could to implement the acquired knowledge in the practical life and while studying 
students are allowed to work up to 20 hours per week while none of the other countries 
provide such opportunities and facilities for the students.

Furthermore, Australia has a reputation for adopting new technologies at a faster rate than in 
most of other countries and enters new millennium with one of highest rates of internet 
access in the world. Australia is a safe country and very welcoming. Australian education is 
globally accepted and adds value to students’ career life. Hence, I choose Australia as my 
study destination.
 
My research on other destinations and not selecting them:
USA (https://www.usa.gov/study-in-us): USA is well known for its education system but due to 
entry requirement of the tests such as ACT, SAT I, SAT II in most of the universities like Stanford 
University, University of Michigan, Yale University and so on, it makes it more time consuming 
just to get the admissions. Also the living cost is higher compared to Australia which makes it 
harder for international students to study and sustain their lifestyle while staying in the US.

UK (https://www.britishcouncil.in/study-uk): UK has best universities and we can take example 
of some of the finest universities such as University of oxford, Cambridge University, University 
of Manchester etc. But the unbound policies of government led to the loss of student’s tuition 
fee due to sudden shutdown of colleges. Australia compensates this issue by implementing 
TPS Act. This insures student’s security. Moreover, UK is facing some serious attacks that raise 
security concerns for the international students.

Canada (http://www.studying-in-canada.org/): In Canada, the weather is very freezing all year 
round and it will be very difficult to survive in such harsh weather conditions at least for me. 
Though the education in Canada is highly graded, studying at the university like University of 
Toronto, University of Waterloo etc in the cold climates would be difficult for me. Severe 
climatic condition of Canada is thus the major reason for not opting to study in Canada.

Why Not Home Country ?
Nepal is developing nation which is effected in the field of education from various aspects 
mainly politics and economics state. Currently there are few colleges providing courses of 
dental to the students all over the country. Some of the renowned colleges like Kantipur Dental 
college, people's Dental college and Hospital, colleges of Dental surgery, M.B. Kedia Dental 
College and so on for Dental. But I do not want to continue my studies in my own country due 
to limited opportunities to pursue higher degree courses in dental sectors. Widespread 
corruption and nepotism also compelled me to study abroad. The education system of Nepal 
is based more on theoretical education rather than practical one. Lack of technical 
equipments for teaching purpose also compelled me to study in abroad especially in 
Australia.
I have also chosen US, UK, Canada and others many European nations as my dream country 
for further education. But expensive living study cost and the immigration didn’t drag me to 
apply in such nations. The harsh climate of Canada discouraged me to apply for Canada. 
Although European nations like Germany and France has reputed study programmes but 
language barrier stopped me from choosing because students have to spend time to study 

language first than starting their courses straight. Australia climate, weather and cost of living 
and fee courses are much more attractive as those of their nations. Due to these factors I 
have chosen Australia for my further education. 
Reason on choosing Brisbane for study:

1. AFFORDABLE INVESTMENT
Brisbane is one of Australia’s most affordable places to study. The reasonable tuition fees 
provide students with value for money. Cost of living expenses are more affordable compared 
to other developed countries.

2. PERFECT WEATHER ALL YEAR ROUND
Brisbane has sunnier days per year than any other Australian capital city. Brisbane offers a 
comfortable sub-tropical climate with humid heat cooled by beautiful afternoon 
thunderstorms during summers, while winters rarely dip below 20°C. Spring and autumn are 
favourite seasons for residents, as it’s easy to enjoy the outdoors with temperatures hovering 
in the mid-to-late 20s.

3. EXCELLENT PUBLIC TRANSPORTATIONS
Brisbane has an integrated public transport system in which you’ll be able to get anywhere 
easily. It includes busses, trains and CityCat ferries and are different forms of efficient public 
transportation in Brisbane. Full-time tertiary students in Brisbane receive a 50% concession 
fare when they use any public transportation, which makes any trip more affordable.

4. CLOSE TO SOME OF THE BEST TRAVEL DESTINATIONS
Living in Brisbane puts you in prime position to explore some of Australia’s best destinations, 
both within the state of Queensland and beyond. Queensland has 5 of Australia’s 11 World 
Heritage sites and is home to many famous landmarks including the world famous Great 
Barrier Reef, Daintree Rainforest, countless islands from the Whitsunday’s to Fraser Island and 
more than 200 national parks. Gold Coast and Sunshine Coast are well known holiday 

destinations and they are just a drive away from Brisbane.
5. FEEL AT HOME
Brisbane is Australia’s most inclusive study destination, where there are many events and 
programs conducted exclusively for international students to escape the home sickness, such 
as the Australia’s largest city Orientation Day – the City Welcome Festival.

REASONS FOR CHOOSING TAFE (Technical and Further education) QUEENSLAND COLLEGE OF 
BRISBANE
With every inquiry from seminars to university agents, I concluded to go overseas for my 
further study. Though my deep research and counseling, the consular helped me to get 
information about different institutes focusing in dental and other health science courses. I 
compared the cost of the courses, city of living course content and reputation of the 
university; I came to make a decision on TAFE College Queensland of Brisbane. I have gone 
through different websites researched about the colleges having dental courses and with 
courses fees. After a thorough research I finally came to know about TAPE college of 
Queensland which is affordable and located in the Brisbane city with courses fees AUD 32000 
of 96 weeks which for me is relatively cheaper than other colleges. TAFE also provides a range 
of support services and facilities for all students. TAFE Queensland aim at all time to a positive 
and rewarding learning experience for all students. Besides all this facility offer by this college 
is more affordable for me. So I choose TAFE college of Queensland as my education provider.

WHY DIPLOMA IN DENTAL TECHNOLOGY?
Now talking about my program, Diploma Dental Technology is not an easy task. It requires a 
precise and very specific type of personality that is both strong in character and has 
considerable person.  As I am a dedicated, considerable person who always think about his 
future career and plans. So before starting Bachelor I want to study Diploma of Technology 
because Diploma is path to lead my destination.

I think studying through Diploma will help me to go with Australian Education with no trouble 

as it would be very difficult to cover up with new education system. If we compare the 
education system of Nepal and Australia they are far different from each other. In case of 
Australia the mode of education is technical and practical while in Nepal the mode of 
teaching is only vocational.

Diploma prepares students for industry, enterprise and para professional careers and teaches 
students tasks. It also teaches students about constructing and repairing dentures to design, 
manufacture, modify and repair dental appliances and prosthetics. Through the huge 
research of pages of colleges, this course content 21 core units and 4 elective units in some 
colleges while in some colleges. There are 20 core units and 5 elective units. That’s why all the 
core units and elective units are commonly mentioned below: 
Core units:
CHCCOM005 Communicate and work in health or community services
CHCDIV001 Work with diverse people
HLTAID003 Provide first aid
HLTDET001 Constructs models 
HLTDET002 Construct custom impression trays.
HLTDET003 Construct registration rings
HLTDET004 Articulate models and transfer records.
HLTDET005 Construct thermoformed bases and appliances.
HLTDET006 Construct immediate dentures.
HLTDET007 Construct removable acrylic partial dentures.
HLTDET008 Construct cast alloy removable partial denture framework.
HLTDET009 Construct crown and bridge structures.
HLTDET010 Join alloy structures
HLTDET011 Construct creamic and fixed restorations.
HLTDET012 Construct orthodontic appliances
HLTDET013 Construct oral splints
HLTDET014 Repair and modify dentures and appliances.

HLTDET015 Construct complete removable acrylic dentures and appliances
HLTDET016 Design digital dental restorations and appliances using computer-aided design 
(CAD).
HLTINF001  Comply with infection prevention and control policies and procedures.
HLTWHS003 Maintain work health and safety.
Elective units;
BSBADM311 Maintain business resources .
CHCDIV003 Manage and promote diversity.
BSBCU5031 Deliver and monitor a service to customers.
BSBLDR403 Lead team effectiveness.
BSBNGT402 Implement operational plan.
http://acte.edu.au/htt55115-diploma-of-dental-technology-crico-course-code-0917784/.
http://tafeq.eduau/hlt55115-diploma-dental-of-dental-technology-crico-course-code-091778
g/.
http://ransford.edu.eu.au/our-course/hlt5511s-diploma-of-dental-crico-course-code-096541kl.
Diploma of Dental Technology is also designed to build the skills needed for our further course 
that is Bachelor of Dental technology is that I need before joining bachelor of dental 
technology. I want myself to be powered up with exercise on my academics and English 
proficiency. I want my vision of knowledge to be broadened that would make me easy to start 
my bachelor of dental technology. Not only that I always look for best education. Now, I don’t 
want to compromise with my education. So , I am going to study diploma of dental technology 
at TAFE Queensland in Brisbane , Australia with I think will lead me effecifively to my bachelor 
course.

FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENT:
Regarding my finance all my expenses will be sponsored by my parents. My father has his own 
business with an annual earning of NRS ………………by 2017-2018 (17 sep). One of  the land( plot.no……) 
is given to the person named as Mr. ……………a permanent resident of same place as lease for the 
purposes of cottage industry from where my father get rents of NRS……….. annually. As well as 

my father have a tractor which earns NRS……….per.annum from its rents. Altogether with the 
annual income of NRS. ……………equivalents toAud ……………(1 AUD = Nrs. 82.03 as per current 
exchange rate of Nepal Rastra Bank). 
My parents are well aware of my expenses for the entire course and they are financially 
secure to sponsor me. My motivation to come back to Nepal is because of parents. So, I would 
not be having any problems regarding finance to cover my education. I am sure that there will 
be nothing that come in the way of education principally my finance while I am in Australia.
Through a far research I have tried my best to breakdown financial arrangement for my 
further studies in Australia. AUD 2000 ( as per DoHA)
Annual Tuition fee                 AUD 16400 ( as per offer letters)
Annual living cost                  AUD 20,290 ( as per DOHA)                                                                                     
Travelling cost (return airfare) AUD 1400 (as per  of DHOA)                           
Overseas students health cover (OSHC) AUD 1419 (As per OSHC of SCC )
Total  Expenses :  ………

FUTURE PLANS: 
As the proverb too says, “Time and tide waits for no one”. I have chosen this program myself 
and my first priority will be my study. In addition to this, those things which we do from our 
anxiety can get large success in our life. Secondly, money plays the vital role to move forward. 
Apart from my study, I’ll make an effort to complete this program After the completion of 
Diploma In Dental Technology from TAFE, I have further plan to join higher education to get my 
Bachelor of Dental Technology from Griffith University, Gold Coast, Australia where TAFE and 
Griffith University have credit precedents facility as a Credit for Prior Learning and Articulation 
system in Australia. So, I can get both Diploma to Degree qualifications in Australia to enhance 
my practical to research opportunities. I will return my home country with quality academic 
and work experiences and being real assets in the field of dental technology which helps me 
to start my professional career in dental sector. A degree from the reputed college and 
relevant experiences in Australia will help me to get good job in Nepal. I will be having 
immense career options in the field of dental. The advantage of this international degree will 

give me proficiency and the edge to seek further the employment cross border too and I am 
aware of the scenario that Gulf Countries and USA are the top destinations for sighting this 
professional occupation which benefits in the terms of monetary terms too but before this 
longer-term goal I wish to come to Nepal, and with the latest skills and enhanced 
professionalism, I will have the opportunity to work in both public and private sectors and with 
some years of experiences I will be able to open my own private Dentist Clinic. As Nepal is a 
developing country, there are wide ranges of employment opportunities available for dentists 
are Dental Departments of Government/ Army departments or private hospitals, health 
promotion departments, Medical Insurance firms and Researcher or advisor in 
Pharmaceuticals or dental care company which are involved in the back end policy making 
chore. If I acquire international certificate and degree with good performance, I will be 
provided with fine salary scale range from NRs. 70, 000 to 80,000 in any of the leading Dental 
Hospitals depending upon its nature and size whereas the local graduate has normal salary 
from NRs, 20,000.00 to 35,000 only. After good research of course, provider and destination, I 
am investing my time, effort and money for the intended course and I am confident enough 
that this investment will bring me back a better and happy life for long-term professional 
career. Having an international degree and working in my own motherland gives me more 
benefit like personality development, reputation and fame, wider popularity and easy 
adjustment in my own hometown.
My motivation to come back to Nepal is my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for 
me now it is my responsibility to look after them as I come back. I am greatly motivated and 
ambitious in pursuing my degree in Australia to improve my efficiency. My stay in Australia is 
temporary. I have planned to study in Australia only to develop my career through better 
educational matters along with gaining international experience.
 
My family members have always played a bridge between me and my study as I have always 
been supported, encouraged and motivated by my family members financially as well as 
emotionally. I hereby, declare that I am very much enthusiastic and motivated to learn in the 
diverse study area of Australia. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long 

period. Additionally, with my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is 
very important, as they had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have 
always supported and encouraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned 
for my career. This is an unremarkable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and 
love in their old ages being on their side. Today, where I am is due to my parents. After all, with 
this motto on me, with completion of my degree and some experience, I will return back to my 
country.

CONCLUSION:
Talking about the obligations for students under higher education visa subclass 500, I am well 
known and aware about it. Also I am well aware of the visa condition that I have to follow 
during my stay in Australia the conditions are mentioned below:
a. Maintaining 80% of attendance.
b. Mandatory to maintain 60% pass grade throughout their study period.
c. I have to pay their fee before due period.
d. Work permit of 40 hours per fortnight.
e. Maintaining the health insurance during my entire stay.
f. Attending the enrolled university or college for at least 6 months.

Informing the collage with in 7days if I change the address or contact details I assure the 
Australian government that will stay within the condition of via (sub class 500) during my stay 
in Australia and perform no such activity that is against the visa condition (such-clss 500).
I am also considering truthful that the combination of continuing desire for self-improvement 
increased learning combined with my insistence an approaching problem with both reason 
and practical application. I hope that will lead me in new paths with new ideas. So my dreams 
and career can only be successful if I get opportunity to study in TAFE. Queensland College 
which is the determination that I have made after a long research. I hope you would find my 
purpose for further study and I fit in your image of hardworking and discipline students 
throughout the study duration.

I also hope that that it will be great pleasure for me if I get opportunity to study diploma of 
dental technology at TAFE queens land college, Brisbane. The experience and hardworking in 
the diploma of dental technology will lead me to my further education that is Bachelor in 
Dental Technology in Australia. And also wish that the gaining of knowledge and staying in 
Australia will become the most exciting and precious part of my life. As I have a strong desire 
to study in Australia and raise up or aloft standard of Dental Technology of my own country 
Nepal.

Again and again I assure that I will follow all the Australian laws and will not break any student 
visa condition under temporary student’s visa rules. I want for your kind consideration for my 
visa application so that I will be able to move my steps towards my dreams and 
achievements. And I am sure that the standard education system of Australia will help me to 
catch up the path of progress for my best career. 

Thank you
Your sincerely,
…………………….
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Statement of Purpose (SOP)

It is my pleasure to provide my overall information including academic background, 
academic interests, career, vision, future, plans and means to accomplish such plans in form 
of this statement of purpose. Here, I have applied my best effort to clarify you the reasons of 
right co-relation of my past, present, and projected future.

Introduction and Academic Qualifications 
I delight to present Myself, ………….….son of Mr………….. and Mrs. ……………with permanent resident of 
……………………………… Nepal. I am applying diploma in dental technology at TAFE college of 
Queensland in Brisbane, Australia.
According to my qualification, I have passed my school leaving certificate from Himal 
Academy, Dang with grade point 3.40 in the year 2016 A.D. From my school days, I was very 
much interested in biology and its fields. Therefore, in my higher secondary level, I choose 
science faculty (biology as a major) and passed my higher secondary level from Golden Gate 
International Secondary School Kathmandu securing CGPA 3.03 in the year 2018.
After completion of my + 2 exam, I decided to choose dental as my career and I searched 
some colleges in Nepal but except 1-2 colleges, I didn't find any colleges which have better 
practical learning with theoretical knowledge. Without wasting time, I met with one of my elder 
brother who also applied for the foreign country for his further study and he advised me the 
same. Then I did search about the countries, universities, courses fees and living expenses and 
got to know about the English requirement and then I started the preparation for IELTS and 
gave IELTS Exam in 02/08/2018 and scored 6.0 in overall which opened the door for my 
international education abroad.

Reason for choosing Australia over other countries:

Australia is a safe, multicultural, friendly and harmonious society. Despites many other 
countries, I choose Australia because Australian education system is highly recognized 

around the world and most importantly much valued in Nepal. Moreover, the multicultural 
nature of Australian society means international students are readily accepted by other 
students, and teachers are experienced in teaching students from many countries. Australian 
government evaluates all universities in the country yearly to make sure they are maintaining 
their high standards. And the presence of many universities in Australia in the top 100 of the 
world rankings speaks highly of the government’s efforts to get students to study in Australia. 
That is more than enough for me to select Australia as a destination for study because even if 
a particular university is not ranked among the world’s best, there is a guarantee that it would 
strive to do and never compromise on the quality of education.
 
The rules, regulations and policies of the Australian government are very much supportive to 
the international student like ESOS (Education Services for Overseas Student) act, TPS (Tuition 
Protection Service) etc. After completing the course of study the student can work as much as 
he/she could to implement the acquired knowledge in the practical life and while studying 
students are allowed to work up to 20 hours per week while none of the other countries 
provide such opportunities and facilities for the students.

Furthermore, Australia has a reputation for adopting new technologies at a faster rate than in 
most of other countries and enters new millennium with one of highest rates of internet 
access in the world. Australia is a safe country and very welcoming. Australian education is 
globally accepted and adds value to students’ career life. Hence, I choose Australia as my 
study destination.
 
My research on other destinations and not selecting them:
USA (https://www.usa.gov/study-in-us): USA is well known for its education system but due to 
entry requirement of the tests such as ACT, SAT I, SAT II in most of the universities like Stanford 
University, University of Michigan, Yale University and so on, it makes it more time consuming 
just to get the admissions. Also the living cost is higher compared to Australia which makes it 
harder for international students to study and sustain their lifestyle while staying in the US.

UK (https://www.britishcouncil.in/study-uk): UK has best universities and we can take example 
of some of the finest universities such as University of oxford, Cambridge University, University 
of Manchester etc. But the unbound policies of government led to the loss of student’s tuition 
fee due to sudden shutdown of colleges. Australia compensates this issue by implementing 
TPS Act. This insures student’s security. Moreover, UK is facing some serious attacks that raise 
security concerns for the international students.

Canada (http://www.studying-in-canada.org/): In Canada, the weather is very freezing all year 
round and it will be very difficult to survive in such harsh weather conditions at least for me. 
Though the education in Canada is highly graded, studying at the university like University of 
Toronto, University of Waterloo etc in the cold climates would be difficult for me. Severe 
climatic condition of Canada is thus the major reason for not opting to study in Canada.

Why Not Home Country ?
Nepal is developing nation which is effected in the field of education from various aspects 
mainly politics and economics state. Currently there are few colleges providing courses of 
dental to the students all over the country. Some of the renowned colleges like Kantipur Dental 
college, people's Dental college and Hospital, colleges of Dental surgery, M.B. Kedia Dental 
College and so on for Dental. But I do not want to continue my studies in my own country due 
to limited opportunities to pursue higher degree courses in dental sectors. Widespread 
corruption and nepotism also compelled me to study abroad. The education system of Nepal 
is based more on theoretical education rather than practical one. Lack of technical 
equipments for teaching purpose also compelled me to study in abroad especially in 
Australia.
I have also chosen US, UK, Canada and others many European nations as my dream country 
for further education. But expensive living study cost and the immigration didn’t drag me to 
apply in such nations. The harsh climate of Canada discouraged me to apply for Canada. 
Although European nations like Germany and France has reputed study programmes but 
language barrier stopped me from choosing because students have to spend time to study 

language first than starting their courses straight. Australia climate, weather and cost of living 
and fee courses are much more attractive as those of their nations. Due to these factors I 
have chosen Australia for my further education. 
Reason on choosing Brisbane for study:

1. AFFORDABLE INVESTMENT
Brisbane is one of Australia’s most affordable places to study. The reasonable tuition fees 
provide students with value for money. Cost of living expenses are more affordable compared 
to other developed countries.

2. PERFECT WEATHER ALL YEAR ROUND
Brisbane has sunnier days per year than any other Australian capital city. Brisbane offers a 
comfortable sub-tropical climate with humid heat cooled by beautiful afternoon 
thunderstorms during summers, while winters rarely dip below 20°C. Spring and autumn are 
favourite seasons for residents, as it’s easy to enjoy the outdoors with temperatures hovering 
in the mid-to-late 20s.

3. EXCELLENT PUBLIC TRANSPORTATIONS
Brisbane has an integrated public transport system in which you’ll be able to get anywhere 
easily. It includes busses, trains and CityCat ferries and are different forms of efficient public 
transportation in Brisbane. Full-time tertiary students in Brisbane receive a 50% concession 
fare when they use any public transportation, which makes any trip more affordable.

4. CLOSE TO SOME OF THE BEST TRAVEL DESTINATIONS
Living in Brisbane puts you in prime position to explore some of Australia’s best destinations, 
both within the state of Queensland and beyond. Queensland has 5 of Australia’s 11 World 
Heritage sites and is home to many famous landmarks including the world famous Great 
Barrier Reef, Daintree Rainforest, countless islands from the Whitsunday’s to Fraser Island and 
more than 200 national parks. Gold Coast and Sunshine Coast are well known holiday 

destinations and they are just a drive away from Brisbane.
5. FEEL AT HOME
Brisbane is Australia’s most inclusive study destination, where there are many events and 
programs conducted exclusively for international students to escape the home sickness, such 
as the Australia’s largest city Orientation Day – the City Welcome Festival.

REASONS FOR CHOOSING TAFE (Technical and Further education) QUEENSLAND COLLEGE OF 
BRISBANE
With every inquiry from seminars to university agents, I concluded to go overseas for my 
further study. Though my deep research and counseling, the consular helped me to get 
information about different institutes focusing in dental and other health science courses. I 
compared the cost of the courses, city of living course content and reputation of the 
university; I came to make a decision on TAFE College Queensland of Brisbane. I have gone 
through different websites researched about the colleges having dental courses and with 
courses fees. After a thorough research I finally came to know about TAPE college of 
Queensland which is affordable and located in the Brisbane city with courses fees AUD 32000 
of 96 weeks which for me is relatively cheaper than other colleges. TAFE also provides a range 
of support services and facilities for all students. TAFE Queensland aim at all time to a positive 
and rewarding learning experience for all students. Besides all this facility offer by this college 
is more affordable for me. So I choose TAFE college of Queensland as my education provider.

WHY DIPLOMA IN DENTAL TECHNOLOGY?
Now talking about my program, Diploma Dental Technology is not an easy task. It requires a 
precise and very specific type of personality that is both strong in character and has 
considerable person.  As I am a dedicated, considerable person who always think about his 
future career and plans. So before starting Bachelor I want to study Diploma of Technology 
because Diploma is path to lead my destination.

I think studying through Diploma will help me to go with Australian Education with no trouble 

as it would be very difficult to cover up with new education system. If we compare the 
education system of Nepal and Australia they are far different from each other. In case of 
Australia the mode of education is technical and practical while in Nepal the mode of 
teaching is only vocational.

Diploma prepares students for industry, enterprise and para professional careers and teaches 
students tasks. It also teaches students about constructing and repairing dentures to design, 
manufacture, modify and repair dental appliances and prosthetics. Through the huge 
research of pages of colleges, this course content 21 core units and 4 elective units in some 
colleges while in some colleges. There are 20 core units and 5 elective units. That’s why all the 
core units and elective units are commonly mentioned below: 
Core units:
CHCCOM005 Communicate and work in health or community services
CHCDIV001 Work with diverse people
HLTAID003 Provide first aid
HLTDET001 Constructs models 
HLTDET002 Construct custom impression trays.
HLTDET003 Construct registration rings
HLTDET004 Articulate models and transfer records.
HLTDET005 Construct thermoformed bases and appliances.
HLTDET006 Construct immediate dentures.
HLTDET007 Construct removable acrylic partial dentures.
HLTDET008 Construct cast alloy removable partial denture framework.
HLTDET009 Construct crown and bridge structures.
HLTDET010 Join alloy structures
HLTDET011 Construct creamic and fixed restorations.
HLTDET012 Construct orthodontic appliances
HLTDET013 Construct oral splints
HLTDET014 Repair and modify dentures and appliances.

HLTDET015 Construct complete removable acrylic dentures and appliances
HLTDET016 Design digital dental restorations and appliances using computer-aided design 
(CAD).
HLTINF001  Comply with infection prevention and control policies and procedures.
HLTWHS003 Maintain work health and safety.
Elective units;
BSBADM311 Maintain business resources .
CHCDIV003 Manage and promote diversity.
BSBCU5031 Deliver and monitor a service to customers.
BSBLDR403 Lead team effectiveness.
BSBNGT402 Implement operational plan.
http://acte.edu.au/htt55115-diploma-of-dental-technology-crico-course-code-0917784/.
http://tafeq.eduau/hlt55115-diploma-dental-of-dental-technology-crico-course-code-091778
g/.
http://ransford.edu.eu.au/our-course/hlt5511s-diploma-of-dental-crico-course-code-096541kl.
Diploma of Dental Technology is also designed to build the skills needed for our further course 
that is Bachelor of Dental technology is that I need before joining bachelor of dental 
technology. I want myself to be powered up with exercise on my academics and English 
proficiency. I want my vision of knowledge to be broadened that would make me easy to start 
my bachelor of dental technology. Not only that I always look for best education. Now, I don’t 
want to compromise with my education. So , I am going to study diploma of dental technology 
at TAFE Queensland in Brisbane , Australia with I think will lead me effecifively to my bachelor 
course.

FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENT:
Regarding my finance all my expenses will be sponsored by my parents. My father has his own 
business with an annual earning of NRS ………………by 2017-2018 (17 sep). One of  the land( plot.no……) 
is given to the person named as Mr. ……………a permanent resident of same place as lease for the 
purposes of cottage industry from where my father get rents of NRS……….. annually. As well as 

my father have a tractor which earns NRS……….per.annum from its rents. Altogether with the 
annual income of NRS. ……………equivalents toAud ……………(1 AUD = Nrs. 82.03 as per current 
exchange rate of Nepal Rastra Bank). 
My parents are well aware of my expenses for the entire course and they are financially 
secure to sponsor me. My motivation to come back to Nepal is because of parents. So, I would 
not be having any problems regarding finance to cover my education. I am sure that there will 
be nothing that come in the way of education principally my finance while I am in Australia.
Through a far research I have tried my best to breakdown financial arrangement for my 
further studies in Australia. AUD 2000 ( as per DoHA)
Annual Tuition fee                 AUD 16400 ( as per offer letters)
Annual living cost                  AUD 20,290 ( as per DOHA)                                                                                     
Travelling cost (return airfare) AUD 1400 (as per  of DHOA)                           
Overseas students health cover (OSHC) AUD 1419 (As per OSHC of SCC )
Total  Expenses :  ………

FUTURE PLANS: 
As the proverb too says, “Time and tide waits for no one”. I have chosen this program myself 
and my first priority will be my study. In addition to this, those things which we do from our 
anxiety can get large success in our life. Secondly, money plays the vital role to move forward. 
Apart from my study, I’ll make an effort to complete this program After the completion of 
Diploma In Dental Technology from TAFE, I have further plan to join higher education to get my 
Bachelor of Dental Technology from Griffith University, Gold Coast, Australia where TAFE and 
Griffith University have credit precedents facility as a Credit for Prior Learning and Articulation 
system in Australia. So, I can get both Diploma to Degree qualifications in Australia to enhance 
my practical to research opportunities. I will return my home country with quality academic 
and work experiences and being real assets in the field of dental technology which helps me 
to start my professional career in dental sector. A degree from the reputed college and 
relevant experiences in Australia will help me to get good job in Nepal. I will be having 
immense career options in the field of dental. The advantage of this international degree will 

give me proficiency and the edge to seek further the employment cross border too and I am 
aware of the scenario that Gulf Countries and USA are the top destinations for sighting this 
professional occupation which benefits in the terms of monetary terms too but before this 
longer-term goal I wish to come to Nepal, and with the latest skills and enhanced 
professionalism, I will have the opportunity to work in both public and private sectors and with 
some years of experiences I will be able to open my own private Dentist Clinic. As Nepal is a 
developing country, there are wide ranges of employment opportunities available for dentists 
are Dental Departments of Government/ Army departments or private hospitals, health 
promotion departments, Medical Insurance firms and Researcher or advisor in 
Pharmaceuticals or dental care company which are involved in the back end policy making 
chore. If I acquire international certificate and degree with good performance, I will be 
provided with fine salary scale range from NRs. 70, 000 to 80,000 in any of the leading Dental 
Hospitals depending upon its nature and size whereas the local graduate has normal salary 
from NRs, 20,000.00 to 35,000 only. After good research of course, provider and destination, I 
am investing my time, effort and money for the intended course and I am confident enough 
that this investment will bring me back a better and happy life for long-term professional 
career. Having an international degree and working in my own motherland gives me more 
benefit like personality development, reputation and fame, wider popularity and easy 
adjustment in my own hometown.
My motivation to come back to Nepal is my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for 
me now it is my responsibility to look after them as I come back. I am greatly motivated and 
ambitious in pursuing my degree in Australia to improve my efficiency. My stay in Australia is 
temporary. I have planned to study in Australia only to develop my career through better 
educational matters along with gaining international experience.
 
My family members have always played a bridge between me and my study as I have always 
been supported, encouraged and motivated by my family members financially as well as 
emotionally. I hereby, declare that I am very much enthusiastic and motivated to learn in the 
diverse study area of Australia. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long 

period. Additionally, with my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is 
very important, as they had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have 
always supported and encouraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned 
for my career. This is an unremarkable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and 
love in their old ages being on their side. Today, where I am is due to my parents. After all, with 
this motto on me, with completion of my degree and some experience, I will return back to my 
country.

CONCLUSION:
Talking about the obligations for students under higher education visa subclass 500, I am well 
known and aware about it. Also I am well aware of the visa condition that I have to follow 
during my stay in Australia the conditions are mentioned below:
a. Maintaining 80% of attendance.
b. Mandatory to maintain 60% pass grade throughout their study period.
c. I have to pay their fee before due period.
d. Work permit of 40 hours per fortnight.
e. Maintaining the health insurance during my entire stay.
f. Attending the enrolled university or college for at least 6 months.

Informing the collage with in 7days if I change the address or contact details I assure the 
Australian government that will stay within the condition of via (sub class 500) during my stay 
in Australia and perform no such activity that is against the visa condition (such-clss 500).
I am also considering truthful that the combination of continuing desire for self-improvement 
increased learning combined with my insistence an approaching problem with both reason 
and practical application. I hope that will lead me in new paths with new ideas. So my dreams 
and career can only be successful if I get opportunity to study in TAFE. Queensland College 
which is the determination that I have made after a long research. I hope you would find my 
purpose for further study and I fit in your image of hardworking and discipline students 
throughout the study duration.

I also hope that that it will be great pleasure for me if I get opportunity to study diploma of 
dental technology at TAFE queens land college, Brisbane. The experience and hardworking in 
the diploma of dental technology will lead me to my further education that is Bachelor in 
Dental Technology in Australia. And also wish that the gaining of knowledge and staying in 
Australia will become the most exciting and precious part of my life. As I have a strong desire 
to study in Australia and raise up or aloft standard of Dental Technology of my own country 
Nepal.

Again and again I assure that I will follow all the Australian laws and will not break any student 
visa condition under temporary student’s visa rules. I want for your kind consideration for my 
visa application so that I will be able to move my steps towards my dreams and 
achievements. And I am sure that the standard education system of Australia will help me to 
catch up the path of progress for my best career. 

Thank you
Your sincerely,
…………………….


